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The Kabardino-
Balkarian
Republic

The abbreviated name is KBR. 
Area: 12.5 thousand square kilometers. 
Length: 
from north to south - 167 km, 
from east to west - 123 km. 
The amplitude of heights is 5501 m. 
Population: 865,828
Ethnic compositions: 
over 100 ethnicities. The largest ethnic 
groups are the Kabardins, the Russians, 
the Balkars. 
Administrative division: 
10 districts and 3 urban districts.
The capital is Nalchik.
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The Republic is located in the central 
part of the North Caucasus region on 
the northern slopes of the Main Cauca-

sian Range and the adjacent plain.
Mountain and foothill zones cover a large 
part of the territory where 5 main ridges of 
the Greater Caucasus lie in parallel: Past-
bishny (or Melovoi), Lesisty, Skalisty, Boko-
voy, and Glavny (or Vodorazdelny).
The maximum elevation difference is 5501 m, 
from the lowlands of the Tersky district to 
the top of Elbrus. This is a record not only for 
Russia but also for Europe!
The nature of the region is uniquely diverse. 
Landscape zones, from hot dry steppes to 
eternal ice, are «compressed» to one and 
a half hundred kilometers due to altitudinal 
zonation.

KABARDINO-BALKARIA 
is one of the most beautiful places in Russia, 
with unique nature, history and culture. 

Gold color means suprema-
cy, greatness, respect, gran-
deur, and wealth; red color 
- right, strength, courage, 
love, and courage; eagle 
- the supremacy of reason, 
rule of law, sagacity; trefoil 
- a symbol of fertility, means 
stamina and constancy.
 

Green color means freedom 
in thoughts and deeds, the joy 
of communication and un-
derstanding; moderately blue 
color of the banner symboliz-
es the glory of the ancestors of 
the Kabardins and Balkars, the 
honor of the living, loyalty and 
their sincerity in relationships; 
the white color is a symbol of 
peace and goodness.

The emblem and the flag of Kabardino-Balkaria com-
bine the national flavor of Kabardian and Balkarian people.
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On the territory of the modern repub-
lic, there have long been two histor-
ical regions - Kabarda and Balkaria. 

Kabarda was located on lowland and foot-
hill lands, and five mountain societies of 
Balkaria covered mountainous and alpine 
regions. Cossack settlements arose in the 
lowland northeast.
In 1921, Kabarda and Balkaria, together 
with other historical regions of the Central 
Caucasus, became part of the Highland 
Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic. In 
1922, the Kabardino-Balkarian Autono-
mous Region was formed, which in 1936 
was transformed into the Autonomous So-
viet Socialist Republic.

During World War II, the 115th Cauca-
sian Cavalry Division was formed in Kab-
ardino-Balkaria, which fought in the Battle 

of the Caucasus and the Battle of Stalin-
grad. In 1942, most of the republic, along 
with Nalchik, was occupied. In January 
1943, Kabardino-Balkaria was completely 
liberated. In the Elbrus region was the high-
est mountain front of World War II.
Since 1992, the entity has been called the 
Kabardino-Balkarian Republic.
The population of KBR is 900 thousand. The 
republic is multi-ethnic - there are over 100 
ethnic groups. The official languages are 
Kabardian, Balkarian, Russian.
The territory is divided into 10 districts and 
3 urban districts. The capital of KBR is the 
city of Nalchik. In terms of tourism, the most 
interesting are Chereksky, Chegemsky, El-
brus, Zolsky districts.

You can get acquainted with the history 
and traditions of the Terek Cossacks in the 
Prokhladnensky district.
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THE MAIN TOURIST DESTINATIONS 
IN THE KABARDINO-BALKARIAN REPUBLIC

City of Nalchik

CHEREKSKY district –  Chereksky gorge

CHEREKSKY district –  Khulamo-Bezengisky gorge

CHEGEMSKY district –  Chegemsky gorge

ELBRUS district – Baksansky gorge

ZOLSKY district – Malkinsky gorge

PROKHLADNENSKY district
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First of all, guests are interested in Elbrus. 
The highest peak of Russia and Europe has 
long attracted tourists here.
The chain of the most beautiful peaks of 
the Main and Lateral Caucasian ridges, 
the purest Blue Lakes in the Chereksky 
Gorge, unique in their magnificent beauty 
cascades of waterfalls in the Chegemsky 
and Malkinsky Gorges, stormy rivers and 
numerous narzan sources - all this and 

much more created glory for our region.
Kabardino-Balkaria is interesting at any 
time of the year. In winter, it is a popular 
skiing center.
Summer is the time for all kinds of excursions: 
cycling, hiking, horseback riding ... And, of 
course, climbing. Thousands of climbers 
from all over Russia and from abroad come 
to climb the majestic Elbrus and other 
peaks of the republic.

Kabardino-Balkaria is a land of natural and man-made sights and this 
is a real discovery for those, who wants to relax with health benefits. 
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NALCHIK –  
resort city, 
city of military glory, 
the capital of the KBR
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Nalchik - the capital of the Kab-
ardino-Balkarian Republic - is located 
at an altitude of 512 meters above 

sea level in the foothills of the Main Cauca-
sian Range. The territory of Nalchik covers 
131 square kilometers, about 300 thousand 
inhabitants live in it.
The name of the city comes from the word 
«nal», which in translation from Kabardian 
and Balkarian languages means «horse-
shoe». Indeed, the city is located in a 
semicircle of mountains, its appearance re-
sembling a horseshoe. Horseshoe is the em-
blem of the city.
The foundation date is considered to be 
1724 - the time of laying the first settlements 
on the banks of a mountain river at the foot 
of the wooded mountains of the Main Cau-
casian Range, when the villages of Prince 
Aslanbek Kaitukin moved here. The fortress 
Nalchik, which laid the foundation for the 
modern city, was built at the beginning of 
the 19th century.

Nalchik, like any city, has its own image, its own glory, its own biography. 
The unforgettable beauty of the natural environment, the rich green 
decoration of streets and squares, the magnificence of fountains, and 
the hospitality of the inhabitants. 

The emblem reflects the 
historical, geographical, 
socio-economic, and na-
tional characteristics of the 
Nalchik. 
― The horseshoe ― is a his-
torically formed symbol of 
the city. 
― A stylized two-headed 
mountain ― Mount Elbrus 
― a symbol of the Kab-
ardino-Balkarian Republic. 
― Rays personify creativity, 
energy, and talk about the 
versatility of city life. Their 
upper part in the form of 
teeth recalls the fortress, 
which was Nalchik in the 
early 19th century. The blue 
color of the rays points at 
the sources of healing min-
eral water, which is famous 
for the resort of Nalchik. 
― The numbers «1724» ― 
the date of foundation of 
the city. 
The branches of silver 
spruce ― a kind of visiting 
card of the city. It was here 
that they managed to grow 
seedlings of blue spruce 
from seeds, the homeland 
of which is North America.

In 1838, a military settlement was laid at 
the fortress here, which in 1862 was trans-
formed into a settlement. The first military 
settlers of Nalchik were the lower ranks of 
the Kabardian Jaeger Regiment.

In September 1921, Nalchik was reformed 
into a city, on December 5, 1936, Nalchik 
became the capital of the KBASSR, and 
since 1991 - the Kabardino-Balkarian Re-
public.
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Sanatoriums and pensions, gardens and 
parks, bathing lakes and cableways to the 
top of Malaya Kizilovka Mountain - such an 
image of Nalchik is formed by the guests. 
In the city there are many mineral springs, 
a drinking gallery has been built. Pride and 
decoration of the city - the most beautiful 
park «Atazhukinsky Garden», founded in the 
middle of the 19th century. On its territory, 
156 species of trees and shrubs brought from 
different parts of the world are represented. 
Surrounded by shady alleys lies a system of 
artificial ponds, there is a zoo, attractions, 
cafes, restaurants. The republic is famous 
for its dance groups. The State Academ-
ic Dance Ensemble «Kabardinka» and the 
State Folklore-Ethnographic Dance Ensem-
ble «Balkaria» won fame both in the Russian 
Federation and in many foreign countries.

The decoration of the city 
is the most beautiful park 
«Atazhukinsky Garden».
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Theaters operate, two of which play perfor-
mances in national languages. Since De-
cember 2010, Nalchik has been honored 
with the title «City of Military Glory». Full in-
formation about Kabardino-Balkaria can be 
found in the National Museum. Here visitors 
will be introduced to the history and culture 
of the peoples inhabiting the territory of the 
republic. The Museum of Fine Arts is interest-
ing for its exhibits. Horse races organized at 

the Nalchik Hippodrome are very popular 
among residents and guests of the republic. 
Much attention is paid to the preservation of 
folk crafts, the revival of national traditions. 
Guests are pleasantly surprised by respectful 
respect for elders, friendliness, and hospitali-
ty. From the city to the attractions of the KBR 
laid dozens of tourist, climbing, and sight-
seeing routes.

An international airport, a railway station, 
and bus stations function in Nalchik.
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RESTAURANT «SOSRUKO»
Restaurant «Sosruko» is one of the main attractions and 
a symbol of the city of Nalchik. It is distinguished by un-
usual architecture. The building was built on Mount Ma-
laya Kizilovka in the 70s of the last century. It is a stylized 
image of the head of the mythical hero Sosruko and 
his hand holding out a burning torch. According to one 
of the legends, it was Sosruko who brought fire to the 
sledge. But on the way the gods overtook him and under 
their blows his body went uphill so that only his head and 
outstretched arm with fire remained outside ... In front of 
the restaurant there is a panoramic platform from which 
you can admire the beauties of Nalchik. You can climb 
the mountain by car and with the help of a chairlift, the 
lower station of which is located on the territory of the 
amusement park.

THE NATIONAL MUSEUM 
The National Museum of the Kabardino-Balkarian Repub-
lic was created in 1921 when residents of Nalchik were in-
formed about the creation of the museum. The population 
of the town warmly responded to the appeal and by the 
end of the year, the museum received 1200 exhibits. Active 
archaeological work allowed to create a unique collection 
of the Neolithic, Eneolithic, and Bronze Ages. Other depart-
ments replenished with exhibits, especially ethnographic 
and art. The museums of Moscow and Leningrad handed 
over to the museum the works of such artists as Bryullov, 
Aivazovsky, Roubaud, and others. Since the 30s, the muse-
um has been systematically replenished with exhibits that 
formed the basis of the exposition of the Soviet construction 
department. Today the funds of the National Museum have 
more than 150 thousand storage units (its branches are the 
house-museums of cultural figures, the Museum of Defense 
of Elbrus, museums in the cities of the republic).

«FOREVER WITH RUSSIA»
The monument «Forever with Russia» is located in the center 
of Nalchik. The monument was erected in 1957 in honor of 
the 400th anniversary of the voluntary accession of Kabar-
da to Russia. In 1557, the Kabardians were the first of the 
Caucasian peoples to voluntarily join Russia. The main el-
ement of the monument is a bronze statue of Tsarina Maria 
Temryukovna, daughter of the Kabardian prince Temryuk 
and the second wife of Ivan the Terrible. A goryanka wom-
an personifying Kabarda holds a scroll in her hand - a doc-
ument of eternal friendship and alliance with Russia. Four 
bas-reliefs in the basement of the monument reflect the 
stages of the history of the Kabardian and Balkarian peo-
ples.

«ARCH OF FRIENDSHIP»
The opening of the Friendship Memorial Arch in Nalchik 
was timed to coincide with the 450th anniversary of the 
alliance between Russia and Kabarda. The arch was de-
signed by Muzarib Bzhakhov. It was originally planned to 
decorate it with bas-reliefs depicting scenes from the Nart 
epic and Adyghe history. Also, on four pedestals it was 
supposed to establish bronze figures of prominent histori-
cal figures who contributed to the development of Russia 
and Kabardino-Balkaria, but later the concept changed. 
The Friendship Memorial Arch is designed in the strict style 
of its Western European counterparts. She organically fits 
into the surrounding architectural ensemble and has al-
ready become one of Nalchik's iconic landmarks.
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THE GIANT-BARREL
The largest barrel in the world is located in the resort area 
of Dolinsk in Nalchik. The barrel-shaped building, locat-
ed in the parking area of Nalchik, has become a symbol 
of the city since the 60s of the last century. More than 50 
years ago, there was a mineral water store with a cafe. 
Later, the fire has destroyed the unique building. After 
some time, it was decided to restore the visiting card of the 
city and the two-story beer restaurant was built in the old 
place. It was also constructed in the form of a barrel, but 
larger in size and with some additional premises. There are 
smaller barrel-shaped buildings around and inside it. The 
restaurant has always been especially popular with resi-
dents and visitors. Everyone knows that one can find here 
good beer and delicious national and European dishes. 

THE ATAZHUKINSKY GARDEN
The Atazhukinsky Garden is the main landmark of the city 
of Nalchik. 156 species of trees and shrubs grow in its shady 
alleys. In 1865, the garden and adjacent land of more than 
30 hectares were transferred to the possession of the Ka-
bardian duke (knyaz) Atazhukin. After the advent of Sovi-
et power, the park gained its second youth. By 1923 the 
layout of the park was completed, alleys, flowerbeds were 
arranged, new trees were planted: pine, spruce, maple, 
birch. Subsequently, the park merged with the territo-
ry of the forest park after called Dolinsk (the resort part 
of the city). The main park alley is 1340 meters long and  
9 meters wide. To the left of the Main runs the Linden Alley.  
A lot of the trees in the valley are more than one and a half 
hundred years old. One of the places of interest in Linden 
Alley is the flower calendar. At the higher part of the park, 
there is a zoo.

THE MONUMENT «STAR STONE»

The monument «Star Stone» refers to a variety of subjects. 
In particular, to Sosruko-the son of the stone, it is similar to 
the lava stones under Elbrus, and to the meteorite, there 
are associations with the Philosopher's stone. Bronze in-
serts are a reflection of the starry sky, symbolizing the sun 
and stars, nature, family, folk art and everyday life. The 
material for the sculpture was found in the Bezengi Gorge. 
Initially, the stone block weighed 47 tons, and after man-
ual processing-40 tons. You can approach it, touch it, so 
that energy and power are transmitted through touch.

GREEN THEATER
An elegant architectural building with an open area, 
immersed in the greenery of the park, was built on the 
occasion of the 400th anniversary of the accession of Kab-
ardino-Balkaria to Russia in 1957 in one of the most pictur-
esque corners of Nalchik in the resort and park zone. The 
creators managed to fit the building into a park ensemble 
very harmoniously. And from the armchairs of the amphi-
theater and the open terraces of the Palace of Celebra-
tions located above it, an impressive panorama of Dolinsk 
and ridges of majestic mountains opens. Reconstruction, 
carried out from 2006 to 2007, breathed new life into the 
theater. Now in the new three-story building, everything 
is provided for the performance of world-class artists. In 
the basement, there is a banquet hall and a cafe. There 
are 2560 seats. A symphony orchestra of 120 musicians is 
easily placed on the stage.
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MEMORIAL COMPLEX 
«THE ETERNAL FIRE OF GLORY»
The memorial complex is located on the territory of the 
Atazhukinsky Garden in the capital of the republic. It 
consists of several monuments dedicated to events 
that happened in different periods of the history of Kab-
ardino-Balkaria. The monument was constructed in 1949 
on the bed of honor of the defenders of the republic and 
was later updated with different separate architectural el-
ements. Behind the obelisk, marble slabs with the names 
of Soviet soldiers and partisans who died during the Great 
Patriotic War were installed. Later, memorial plaques with 
the names of the sons of Kabardino-Balkaria, who died 
performing an international duty in the Republic of Af-
ghanistan, were added. The ensemble is complemented 
with the five-pointed Soviet star-shaped cup with the Eter-
nal Flame.

THE «PANORAMA» GALLERY
Not everyone has the opportunity to see the untouched 
and hidden places of nature of Kabardino-Balkaria - here 
it is possible. The «Panorama» Gallery is located in the cen-
ter of Nalchik, 500 meters from the Government House at 
the intersection of Golovko and Shortanova Streets. At three 
levels of the exposition, many photos are depicting the na-
ture of the Caucasus, mountains, rivers and lakes, fields and 
plains ... Some of the pictures were taken from a helicopter, 
in hard-to-reach places. Large-format panoramic pictures 
create a sense of presence. Guests can get acquainted 
with the beauties of the entire North Caucasus! The exhi-
bition is fascinating not only because of its photos but also 
gives a chance to have a conversation with people work-
ing in the gallery, who will always offer a cup of tea or cof-
fee and show interesting books and photo albums.

NALCHIK HIPPODROME 
The decision to build a permanent hippodrome in Nalchik 
was made at a meeting of the Presidium of the Executive 
Committee of the KBAO on April 16, 1931. However, the 
leadership of Kabardino-Balkaria was able to fulfill these 
plans only in 1939. The war of 1941-1945 plagued the horse 
stock and tribal fund of the country, and it could recover 
only by the beginning of the 1990s. These years brought 
Kabardino-Balkaria glory in horseracing. During the Pere-
stroika period, horse breeding in the republic, as, indeed, 
throughout the country decayed. A fresh impetus to the 
development of racing infrastructure was given in 2006 
when the hippodrome was reconstructed. Today, the hip-
podrome complex is fully consistent with international stan-
dards, which allows competitions at various levels.

MEMORIAL MUSEUM 
OF MARCO VOVCHOK
The memorial house-museum of Marco Vovchok is the only 
museum of the famous Ukrainian writer in the Russian Feder-
ation and neighboring countries. The museum is located in 
the house where the writer lived the last two years of her life 
(1906-1907). The exhibition presents personal items, books 
belonging to Marco Vovchok, documents, photographs 
reflecting close ties with Pisarev, Turgenev, Shevchenko, 
Chernyshevsky, Hugo, Dumas, and others. On the estate is 
the grave of M. Vovchok (according to her will she was bur-
ied here ). The house was built in 1906 and is an architectur-
al monument of urban planning of that time. It is located in 
the resort area of Nalchik.
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 MADINA SARAL`P ART CENTER
Madina Saral’p Art Center is located in a picturesque 
place of Nalchik near the Atazhukinsky Garden. When vis-
iting the Center, guests can get acquainted with two main 
expositions that reflect the basic concepts of the Center. 
On the first floor, there is the Ethnic Hall, where you can see 
the original private collection of national Circassian cloth-
ing and accessories of the Madina Saral’p Fashion House. 
It consists of household items, antiques, products of arts 
and crafts, and photo documents. The second floor is a 
kickstart d for creative young people who are looking for 
their place in the world and want to share their searches 
with the target audience. Both personal and collective ex-
hibitions are held her.

«CHATEAU ERKEN» CASTLE
«Chateau Erken» - a new place of interest in the North 
Caucasus. «The Small Europe» in the Kabardino-Balkari-
an Republic is located just 20 kilometers from Nalchik. The 
majestic castle in the Romanesque style is surrounded by 
about 1000 hectares of vineyards, the approaches to the 
walls are protected by the water surface. Following the best 
European traditions, the castle bears the Kabardian fami-
ly name Erkenov, who was the founder and inspirer of the 
revival of wine traditions in the republic. One of the floors 
is equipped with a beautiful tasting room, and the towers 
offer amazing views of the surroundings. In the cellars of the 
castle, at a depth of 20 meters from the surface of the earth, 
in silence and coolness collection and exclusive wines 
are stored. You can visit the wine production and taste the 
products as a part of a gastronomic tour.

THE MUSICAL THEATRE

The history of musical theater lasts for nearly 50 years. And 
throughout this time, the temple of art has been a favor-
ite place to visit for guests and citizens of the republic. Its 
opening took place on January 27, 1968, by the ballet per-
formance of L. Kogan «Aminat». Over the years, the the-
ater staged and showed the audience classical operettas, 
musical comedies, and musicals. Now the repertoire in-
cludes more than two dozen shows, including: «Rigoletto», 
«La Traviata», «Pagliacci», «Aleko», «Kambot and Lyatsa», 
«The Bat», «Gypsy Baron», «Mr. X», etc.  Many performanc-
es are staged for a children's audience.

THE TOWER OF LOVEBIRDS
An interesting tourist sightseen built in the form of a me-
dieval tower with the romantic name «The Tower of Love-
birds», is located almost in the center of one of the largest 
parks in Russia, the Atazhukinsky Garden. It was built in 
1867 at the behest of Prince Atazhukin as the Watchtow-
er (observation) point of the fortress. Over a century and 
a half, the construction has undergone various transfor-
mations, the last time it was reconstructed in 2011. The 
upper platform offers a beautiful view of the city and the 
parking area. Guests and residents of Nalchik can ob-
serve the restaurant «Sosruko» - a visiting card of the city, 
Lake Trek with the Green Theater on its shore. Here one 
can hold an interesting photo session, and visit an inti-
mate cafe.
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HOTELS OF NALCHIK
HOTEL «AZIMUT – Nalchik»  4-A Marco Vovchok st., Nalchik +7 (8662) 22-96-26, +7 (938) 690-84-73 

www.azimuthotels.com

HOTEL&SPA «SINDIKA» 8 Pirogova st., Nalchik +7 (8662) 49-25-25, +7 (8662) 42-23-10, 
www.spahotelsindica.ru

HOTEL «RUSSIA» 32 Lenina st., Nalchik +7 (8662) 77-53-78, 77-53-62,  
www.hotelrussia07.ru

BUTIK HOTEL «NALCHIK» 39 Kabardinskaya st., Nalchik +7 (8662) 77-05-53, 
www.hotelnalchik.ru

HOTEL «KORONA» 6 Balkarova st., Nalchik +7 (8662) 72-00-37, +7 (8662) 72-02-82, 
+7 (8662) 72-02-25, www.korona-kbr.ru

HOTEL «GRAND KAVKAZ» 2 Tarchokova st., Nalchik +7 (8662) 40-82-66, +7 (8662) 40-00-87, 
www.grand-kavkaz.ru

HOTEL «DJAMILYA» 4 Kanukoeva st., Nalchik +7 (967) 411-88-80, +7 (928) 076-88-86

HOTEL «STARIY DVOR» 55 Myskhidj st., Nalchik +7 (8662) 73-05-35

HOTEL «NALCHIK HALL»  150 Idarov st., Nalchik +7 (8662) 75-00-00,
 www.nalchikhall.ru

HOTEL «TREK» The Atazhukinsky garden, Nalchik +7 (8662) 72-06-12, +7 (928) 264-95-36, 
+7 (928) 710-93-78

HOTEL «ALPINIST»  34 Pacheva st., Nalchik +7 (8662) 42-30-26,
 www.alpinist-hotel.ru

HOTEL «UYUT» 4-A Pirogova st., Nalchik +7 (8662) 47-76-28, +7 (8662) 47-76-24.
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«VERSHINA MIRA» LLC
www.na-goru.ru

+7 (925) 638-63-54, +7 (921) 722-12-90.  
E-mail: info@na-goru.ru

«SANTREK TOUR» LLC
 www.sun-trek.ru

+7 (938) 650-91-60, +7 (928) 322-79-88. 
E-mail: turizm@sun-trek.ru, travel@sun-trek.ru

«Travel company 
«PUTESHESTVIE» LLC

www.puteshestvie-sk.ru 
(8662) 77-09-07, +7 (988) 726-59-99. 

E-mail: puteshestvie11.11@yandex.ru

«KAVKAZSKITUR» LLC
www.kavkazskitur.com 

+7 (8662) 44-20-26, 77-43-84, +7 (928) 691-44-05. 
E-mail: info@kavkazskitur.com

«ELBRUS ELEVATION» LLC
www.elbruselevation.com,

+7 (938) 693-15-14. 
E-mail: info@elbruselevation.com

«MARKO POLO» LLC  +7 (8662) 40-64-18, +7 (8662) 77-53-60

«KURORT ELBRUS» LLC
www.resort-elbrus.ru
+7 (86638) 7-15-05. 

E-mail: INFO@E5642.RU

«CHEGEM-TOUR»  LLC
www.chegem-tour.com

+7 (938) 079-07-00. 
E-mail: chegem-tour@yandex.ru

«ELBRUS ADVENTURES» LLC
www.elbrusadventures.ru

+7 (800) 775-67-09. 
E-mail:  tour@elbrusadventures.ru

«SOUTH EXPEDITION» LLC
www.south-expedition.ru

+7 (909) 488-33-22. 
E-mail:  info@south-expedition.ru

TOUR OPERATORS OF THE KABARDINO-BALKARIAN REPUBLIC
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NALCHIK
is a federal resort
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Nalchik resort, a year-round balneo-
logical and climatic resort of federal 
significance is located in the foothill 

zone of the CBD at heights from 500 to 560 
meters above sea level.
The resort and recreational complex of the 
republic is famous for the variety of its nat-
ural healing resources. The abundance of 
sunny days, crystal clear air, the water of 
healing narzan sources - these are the most 
important natural resources that contribute 
to mental balance and physical recovery.
In the complex treatment at the Nalchik Re-
sort, unique natural healing factors of this 
region are used: climate, mineral waters, 
therapeutic mud.
In winter, a combination of spa treatment 
with skiing is possible. The stunning beauty of 
the mountain scenery is good in any season.
Resorts located in the foothills are more com-
fortable climatic conditions: the proximity of 
the Great Caucasus Mountain Range, cov-
ered with eternal snows, and two ice-free 
sea basins, combined with vegetation, cre-
ate their own special microclimate.

Modern equipment, unique treatment methods using the healing 
mud of the famous Tambukan Lake and mineral waters, narzan 
springs, and health paths - such a combination of natural and 
artificial healing factors allows for the prevention and comprehensive 
treatment of many ailments in the resort of Nalchik.

23
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 «Gorniy rodnik» sanatorium

  «Grusheva roshya» sanatorium 

«Mayak» sanatorium

«Chaika» sanatorium 

 «KURORT «NALCHIK», JSC

«DOLINA NARZANOV» sanatorium 
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The Nalchik resort is a complex of spa fa-
cilities located in the most comfortable 
forest-park part of the city - Dolinsk, 

surrounded by a semicircle of picturesque 
mountains. Modern equipment, unique 
treatment methods using therapeutic mud 
of the famous Tambukan lake and miner-
al waters, narzan springs, and health paths 
- such a combination of natural and artifi-
cial healing factors allows for the prevention 
and comprehensive treatment of a large 
number of ailments.
A particularly effective effect is exerted by 
iodine-bromine and nitrogen-thermal min-
eral waters, which in their properties and 
effects are as good as the world-famous 
Kislovodsk sources. The resort also has sourc-
es of hydrogen sulfide mineral water, which 
has no analogs in its chemical composition 
and action.

The group of mineral waters for external use 
includes:
- Dolinsk iodine-bromide chloride sodium 
water with a high content of biologically 
active components. It is used as medicinal 
baths for a variety of diseases (diseases of 
the nervous system, musculoskeletal system, 
cardiovascular system, as well as for intesti-
nal procedures and various irrigation).
- Belorechensk nitrogen-thermal chloride-bi-
carbonate-sodium mineral water. This is the 
first water used in the treatment and rehabil-
itation at the Nalchik Resort. It is used for a 
variety of diseases in the form of medicinal 
baths, irrigation, intestinal procedures, inha-
lations.
The group of mineral waters for internal use 
includes the following:
- Hydrocarbonate-sodium mineral wa-
ter «Nalchik-1». A drinking gallery was built 

MINERAL WATER

Hydrocarbonate-sodium mineral water «Nal-
chik-1». A drinking gallery was built on the basis 
of this source. This water is used for a variety of 
diseases: peptic ulcer of the stomach and duo-
denum, chronic gastritis with various secretions, 
chronic hepatitis, cholecystitis, etc.

Favorable climatic conditions, the presence of a large number of 
effective natural remedies put the Nalchik Resort on a par with the 
world-famous resort centers of Europe.
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based on this source. This water is used as 
drinking water for a variety of diseases: pep-
tic ulcer of the stomach and duodenum, 
chronic gastritis with various secretions, 
chronic hepatitis, cholecystitis, etc.
- Sodium chloride mineral water «Nalchik-2». 
A feature of its chemical composition is a 
slightly increased content of silicic acid and 
organic substances, it also contains bromine 
and iodine. This mineral water is used for pro-
phylaxis of chronic gastritis with reduced se-
cretion, chronic cholecystitis.
Along with mineral waters, the mud of Lake 
Tambukan, which is located at the border of 
Kabardino-Balkaria and the Stavropol Terri-
tory, is widely used in the Nalchik Resort. This 
lake supplies mud to health-improving institu-
tions of the Caucasian Mineral Waters.

Dirt is a thick plastic mass of black color. Its 
mineralization ranges from 50 to 435 g / l, the 
specific gravity is 1.43. Salts of sodium, cal-
cium, magnesium, iron, etc. are dissolved in 
them.
Thus, favorable climatic conditions, the pres-
ence of a large number of effective natural 
remedies (mineral water, healing mud) put 
the Nalchik Resort on a par with the world-fa-
mous resort centers of Europe.
Sanatorium-resort institutions are ready to 
provide vacationers with their own health-im-
proving bases and methods, many of which 
are copyrighted.
Thousands of people suffering from diseas-
es of the musculoskeletal system, respiratory 
system, skin, gynecological sphere, undergo 
complex treatment in sanatoriums of Dolinsk.

SPECIALIZATION OF THE 
NALCHIK RESORT:
• diseases of the cardio-vascular system;
• nervous system;
• musculoskeletal system;
• respiratory system;
• gastrointestinal tract;
• thyroid gland;
• female and male genitalia;
• hearing organs;
• organs of vision;
• skin;
And also:
• occupational diseases;
• treatment and rehabilitation of children.

THE RANGE OF SERVICES INCLUDED IN THE SPA PACKAGE (generalized information):
 Initial admission and dynamic follow-up by a general practitioner  Consultation of medical specialists (according to the treatment 

profile)  CBC, OAM, ECG, ultrasound  Mineral baths  Therapeutic showers (circular, ascending, Charcot shower, underwater massage 
shower)  Paraffin-naphthalene applications or mud treatment  Classic massage   Applied physical therapy (magnetotherapy, 
amplitude, electrophoresis, ultrasonic therapy, d'arsonval)  Inhalations (alkaline, herbal, oil)  Irrigation of the gums, irrigation of the 
face  Siphon irrigation bowel, cleansing enema, microclusters  Gynecological irrigation  A therapeutic pool with the nitrogen thermal 
water; route)  Physical therapy exercises, gym  Aromatherapy  Drinking treatment with mineral water  Herbal tea, oxygen cocktail.
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To date, the resort of federal significance 
Nalchik includes sanatorium institutions spe-
cializing in the treatment of the following dis-
eases in adults and children:
• diseases of the cardiovascular system;
• nervous system;
• musculoskeletal system;
• respiratory system;
• gastrointestinal tract;
• thyroid gland;
• female and male genitalia, including infer-
tility treatment;
• hearing organs;
• organs of vision;
• skin;
• occupational diseases.
The main methods of treatment:
• Climatotherapy;
• Balneotherapy (external and internal use 
of mineral waters);

• Mud therapy;
• Paraffin-naphthalene treatment;
• Physiotherapy;
• diet therapy;
• Terrenkur (dosed walking along the 
equipped route).
In addition to medical procedures, health 
resorts provide hotel services, a well-devel-
oped cultural and entertainment program 
for children and adults, which includes tours 
of the sights of the city and the republic.
To organize leisure activities for tourists, sta-
diums, pools (including mineral water), play-
grounds, attractions, restaurants were built.
There is a Concert Hall with 500 seats, fur-
nished with state-of-the-art equipment and 
designed not only for organizing concerts 
but also for watching movies, conducting 
scientific conferences.

THE MAIN METHODS 
OF TREATMENT:
• Climatotherapy;
• Balneotherapy (external and internal use of 
mineral waters);
• Mud therapy;
• Paraffin-naphthalene treatment;
• Physiotherapy;
• diet therapy;
• Terrenkur (dosed walking along the 
equipped route).
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SANATORIUM-RESORT COMPLEX OF THE KBR
«CHAYKA» SANATORIUM 4 MarkoVovchok st., 

Dolinsk, Nalchik, KBR
+7 (8662) 72-00-52, 

chaikanalchik@yandex.ru
«GORNIY RODNIK» 
SANATORIUM

Golubikh Eley st., Dolinsk, 
Nalchik, KBR

+7 (8662) 72-06-74, +7 (8662) 42-65-92, 
+7 (8662) 72-07-60 rodnik2005@mail.ru

«GRUSHEVAYA ROSHYA» 
SANATORIUM

Marko Vovchok st., 
Nalchik, KBR

+7 (8662) 72-08-87, +7 (8662) 72-00-05, 
pancion-gr@yandex.ru

«MAYAK» SANATORIUM 4 Kanukova st., Dolinsk, 
Nalchik, KBR

+7 (8662) 72-00-77, +7 (8662) 72-00-55, 
sanmayak@rambler.ru

«DOLINSK» SANATORIUM  Dolinsk, Nalchik, KBR +7 (8662) 72-06-00, +7 (8662) 72-02-38, 
dolinsk1@mail.ru

«KAVKAZ» SANATORIUM  Belaya Rechka Village, 
Nalchik, KBR

+7 (8662) 72-41-69, +7 (8662) 72-42-12, 
sanatorij_kavkaz@mail.ru

«DOLINA NARZANOV» 
SANATORIUM

4 Marko Vovchok st., 
Dolinsk, Nalchik, KBR

+7 (8662) 72-09-16, +7 (8662) 72-03-53, 
info.dnn@rzdz.ru

«GOLUBIE ELI» SANATORIUM 2 Kanukova st., Dolinsk, 
Nalchik, KBR

+7 (8662) 72-07-34, +7 (8662) 72-07-37, 
san_eli@mail.ru

«TSELEBNYE VODY»
SANATORIUM

Belaya Rechka Village, 
Nalchik, KBR

+7 (8662) 72-45-60, +7 (928) 700-78-78, 
celebnyevody@mail.ru

«NALCHIK» SANATORIUM 6 Pirogova st., Dolinsk, 
Nalchik, KBR 

+7 (8662) 42-67-00, +7 (8662) 42-17-05, 
101750@inbox.ru

S.M. KIROVS SANATORIUM 3 Shogentsukova st., 
Dolinsk, Nalchik, KBR

+7 (8662) 72-10-04, +7 (8662) 72-05-37, 
san-kirova@mail.ru

«LENINGRAD» SANATORIUM 10 Balkarova st., Nalchik, 
KBR

+7 (8662) 72-05-95, +7 (8662) 72-05-78, 
san.leningrad@rambler.ru

«NALCHIK RESORT» 5A Shogentsukova st., 
Nalchik, KBR

+7 (8662) 72-01-61, +7 (8662) 72-04-64, 
kurort-nalchik@rambler.ru

«VERSHINA» SANATORIUM 3 Golubikh Eley st., 
Dolinsk, Nalchik, KBR

+7 (8662) 72-01-62, +7 (928) 693-68-99 
druzhba.sanatoriy@mail.ru

«VODOLECHEBNITSA» Kanukova st., Dolinsk, 
Nalchik, KBR

+7 (8662) 72-03-38, +7 (8662) 72-02-36. 
vodolechebnica07@mail.ru
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LAKE TAMBUKAN 
The healing resources of Lake Tambukan are compared to the 
mud of the Dead Sea. They are used by all sanatorium institu-
tions of the CMS and the Resort of Nalchik (Kabardino-Balkaria). 
The layer of sulfide silt has been accumulating for 700 years, its 
depth is now 1.4 meters. Dirt — three-layer. The top layer consists 
of dark-colored liquid silt, below it is black plastic mud, and they 
are connected by a thin layer of dead algae. Salt water-brine- 
conserves dirt and preserves its properties. The water in the lake 
is a saturated saline solution with a salinity of 30 grams per liter. 
Swimming is not allowed here. Thanks to its anti-inflammatory, an-
timicrobial, regenerating properties, sulfide mud helps to restore 
the joints and spine, as well as to heal other organs. 
ATTENTION! There are contraindications, it is necessary to consult 
a specialist.

THE HEALTH COMPLEX «GEDUKO»
The health complex «Geduko» is located on the highway 
Prohladnyi-Elbrus, its thermal springs have anti-inflammato-
ry and analgesic properties, enhance blood supply to or-
gans and tissues. Water is recommended for external use in 
diseases of the musculoskeletal system, diseases of the ner-
vous system, gynecological and skin ailments. On the terri-
tory of the complex there are a variety of swimming pools, 
water attractions, general and individual recreation areas, 
a hotel, a cafe. For younger visitors, there is a playground 
with a children's pool and fairy-tale characters. Wellness 
services are offered by the SPA area-taking baths with ther-
mal water, visiting the salt cave and cedar barrel, massage. 
ATTENTION! There are contraindications, it is necessary to 
consult a specialist.

«SOURCE NALCHIK»
Drinking gallery «Source Nalchik» is comfortably located in 
the upper part of the resort park. The pavilion was opened 
in May 1970, in 2003 it was reconstructed.
Mineral water flows to the pump room of a drinking gal-
lery from a depth of more than a kilometer directly from  
the 1 Ebis well through a mineral pipeline.In the hall of the 
gallery there are 6 pump rooms and 36 taps. Two types of 
mineral water are supplied: warm (heated t = +36ºC) and 
natural (t = +28ºC). This mineral water is hydrocarbon-
ate-chloride-sodium siliceous, slightly alkaline.
It is used to treat diseases of the gastrointestinal tract, as 
well as liver diseases. Calcium and fluorine, which are pres-
ent in the composition of water, strengthen the skeletal sys-
tem, silicon cleanses the blood. Fasting water lowers high 
blood sugar.

TERRENKUR «1000 STEPS»
Nalchik terrenkur leads to mountain Bolshaya Kizilovka. You 
have to overcome a large number of steps to get there, hence 
the name «1000 steps». Since Soviet times, it has been one of the 
brand links of the resort of Nalchik. Fresh forest air and unique 
nature attract vacationers, athletes, pensioners, and tourists. Its 
total length is 2620 m, the highest point is 843.13 above sea level, 
the steepness of the ascents is from 20 to 45 degrees. On the way 
up there are gazebos with benches where you can sit and rest. 
Terrenkur is a method of spa treatment that provides for metered 
physical activity in the form of walking, climbing in mountainous 
areas along certain marked routes. It develops endurance, im-
proves the functioning of the cardiovascular system and respira-
tory organs, stimulates metabolism, nervous activity. 
ATTENTION! There are contraindications, it is necessary to consult 
a specialist.
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Mountain Recreational 
Complex of the Elbrus Region
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Mountain Recreational 
Complex of the Elbrus Region

The Elbrus region is a tourist name for 
a part of the Greater Caucasus. It 
includes territories adjacent to the 

slopes of Elbrus.
This is an amazing region with magnificent 
peaks covered with ice caps, picturesque 
gorges, numerous waterfalls, and lakes ...
The chain of peaks of the Main and Later-
al Ranges with passes leading to Georgia, 

Сomfortable living conditions together with high safety and security are 
provided for tourists in the Elbrus region. An important factor that attracts 
tourists is the optimal price-quality ratio of the services provided.

has made the Elbrus region a center of 
mass tourism, mountaineering, skiing. This is 
the place where the Soviet mountaineer-
ing was born.
The highest point in Europe is Elbrus, a 
two-headed volcanic cone crowned with 
a cap of ice up to 200 m thick, which is visi-
ble in hundreds of kilometers in fine weath-
er. The height of the western peak is 5642  m, 
eastern - 5621 m.
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23 glaciers diverge from the Elbrus ice 
cap, the area of glaciation is 144.5 square 
km. Most of the slopes are gentle, the 
steepness reaches an average of 35 °, but 
in some places, the slopes are steep and 
scarp.
«Oshkhamaho» «The Mountain of Hap-
piness» is how call Elbrus the Kabardians. 
«Mingi-Tau» - «Thousand Mountains» is how 
it sounds in the Balkar language.
The other «five-thousanders» and 
«four-thousanders» look majestic and 
beautiful: Irik-Chat, Kilar, Donguz-Orun, Jai-
lik, Dzhantugan, and others.
The beneficial effect of the alpine climate 

in curing various diseases has been known 
for a long time. Pulmonary patients are 
used to make their health better by visit-
ing mountainous areas for many years. The 
area is rich in mineral waters and some of 
them are thermal ones. Mineral springs are 
concentrated mainly in the upper reach-
es of the Baksan River and its tributaries, 
Irik and Adyl-Su, as well as in the valley of 
the Malki River. Residents have long used 
them to treat their ailments.
The group of mineral springs on the right 
bank of the Baksan River, near the village 
of Tegenekli, is the best choice for a group 
visit. This terrace, with an area of about  
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3 km, surrounded by pine and birch for-
ests, was called «Polyana Narzanov». All 
mineral springs of Elbrus are of different 
chemical composition, and therefore can 
be used to treat a variety of diseases.
The Elbrus region is famous for its pictur-
esque gorges. The largest of them is the 
Baksan Valley. Adyr-Su, Adyl-Su, Yusengi, 
Terskol, Irik-chat gorges are its offshoots.
Almost all the rivers of Kabardino-Balkaria 
have a spring-glacial origin. Flowing 
down the slopes, they cut the mountains 
into deep gorges. In the upper reaches, 
these are stormy streams of unique beau-
ty, breaking down from the cliffs, slowing 
down their run on the middle and lower.
Flora and the fauna of the mountains 
have kept their primevalness. A graceful 
trout plays in crystal ice jets. Among the 
clouds, huge winged predator birds soar. 
A keen eye can notice the silhouettes of 
wary chamois and tours on the gray rock’s 
granite; under the canopy of mountain 
forests, mighty yaks, bears, and wild boars 
hide.
The variety of mushrooms, berries, and 
herbs makes the Elbrus region particular-
ly interesting in summer and autumn. Lo-
cal mushrooms are considered one of the 
most delicious, and here you can find 38 
species of edible mushrooms.
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In winter, the Elbrus region attracts fans of skiing. There is always 
real snow here and it is enough to provide quality skiing.
Well-prepared tracks, comfortable accommodation in hotels of 

various categories, 11 cable cars, including the highest mountain 
one in Europe, and, of course, Caucasian hospitality greet tourists 
and vacationers here.
The total length of all ski runs in the Elbrus region is 37 km. Most of them 
are located at an altitude of 2100 m to 3800 m. The Elbrus routes are 
characterized by different degree difficulty and are suitable both for 

The Elbrus ski resort is divided into two main ski 
areas: the Cheget slopes and the Elbrus ski slopes.
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beginners and professionals. Experienced 
specialists will assist beginner slalomists and 
snowboarders.
The ski season starts at the end of November 
and closes by the beginning of the May 
holidays. The most pleasant time to have a 
ski holiday in February, March, April.
Fans of less extreme types of recreation 
can enjoy the healing mountain air, taste 

narzans, visit the mountaineering and 
hunting museum of V. Vysotsky in Tegenekli 
and the local history museum in Tyrnyauz.
Near the ski slopes in the village of Terskol, 
there is an emergency room furnished with 
modern equipment enough for a diagnosis 
and first aid on the spot.
Many winter sports enthusiasts prefer to relax 
in the Elbrus ski resort. After the commissioning 
of the third stage of the cable car on the 

Infrastructure in the ELBRUS REGION: 

• 11 lifts рof various types (gondola, 
pendulum, chair-lift, tow-rope);
• more than 90 collective accom-
modation facilities, ready to accept 
more than 6 thousand people at a 
time; 
•  the total number of runs is 19, of 
which 8 are on the city of Elbrus 
(Azau glade), and 11 - on the city of 
Cheget (glade Cheget).
The total length of ski slopes of vari-
ous difficulty is 37 km.
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slope of Elbrus, skiing continues in the 
summer. The newly constructed mountain 
lift has improved the convenience and 
safety of vacationers and meets standard 
international requirements. The complexity 
of the tracks varies from «blue» to «black». 
Their total length is over 16 km, the vertical 
drop is almost 1500 meters.
Four sports tracks are certified for international 
and all-Russian skiing competitions. The 
modern snowmaking system provides a ski 

season of up to 180 days a year, depending 
on the height of the tracks.
For two consecutive years, the Elbrus Resort 
was awarded the title of «The Best Ski Resort 
in Russia» with the «Leaders in the Sports 
Industry» award.
Very popular is the «Sabi Park» - a platform 
for children and students. Fans of extreme 
skiing are attracted by Cheget tracks - one 
of the most difficult not only in Russia but 
also in Europe.

ELBRUS ROUTES  
Elbrus is suitable for those who are just starting to ride, 
improving their skills, or for those who lite to enjoy quiet 
skiing. The slopes of Elbrus are wide and gentle, with small 
vertical drops. The runs here are mostly «blue» with small 
«red» segments. Paved between the cableway stations 
Azau (2350 m), Old Krugozor (3000 m), Mir (3500 m), and 
Garabashi (3847 m), they are prepared by snowmobiles. 
The ski areas are served by cable cars: a gondola cable 
car (3 lines) and a pendulum cable car (2 lines).
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Azau (2350 m)

Gondola line of the cableway

Pendulum line of the cableway

Chairlift line of the cableway

Surface lift

Cracks
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Garabashi gorge

Observatory

To the Terskoe gorge

Naskin
Avalanche Slope Cafe

Rental centers

Toilets

Parking
Cliffs

Gondola cableway station

Gondola cableway station

Chairlift cableway station

Alpine Shelters

Low difficulty tracks
Middle difficulty tracks

High difficulty tracks

Freeride routes
Attention:
Riding without guides, equipment and 
relevant knowledge is life threatening!

Krugozor (3000 m)

Mir (3500 m)

Garabashi (3847 m)

Priuyt 11 (4050 m)
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Cheget tracks run along the crest of the 
mountain. In the northern and southern 
circuses - there is room for freeriding. 
The northern slope is more rigid and hilly 
compared to the southern. He can give 
an experienced skier a lot of unforgettable 
emotions and whole avalanches of 

CHEGET ROUTES

Almost all Cheget tracks are marked as «red» ones 
(complex). The slopes are very steep and they can 
never be retraced. Only experienced skiers and 
snowboarders can ride here. On the Cheget mountain, 
there are 2 stages of the Cheget chairlift, a pair of 
chair-steam chairlift «Parnaya» and a tow-lift

adrenaline. The Cheget South Circus 
is softer, but there are even very steep 
sections here, where the slope approaches 
90 degrees.
Some parts of Cheget's «North» run are 
more complex than the European «black» 
tracks.
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Cheget glade (2100 m)

Ai (2750 m)

Cheget 3 (3000 m)

Chairlift Pair Lines

Chairlift Lines

Surface lift

Chairlift Pair Lines Station

Chairlift Lines Station

Low difficulty tracks

High difficulty tracks

Freeride routes
Attention:
Riding without guides, equipment and 
relevant knowledge is life threatening!

Avalanche Slope
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Beanbag

Snowboarder dream
Big rock

Komsomol Tear

First cone

Second cone

Northern circus

Far south
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It is necessary to follow the instructions of rescuers 
and employees of avalanche services, how to 

behave in a case of avalanche danger, and avoid 
dangerous locations on slopes or ski slopes.

It is forbidden to be on slopes and runs covered 
by fences and marked with restrictive signs.
It is forbidden to access unequipped ski slopes 
and runs, in conditions of low visibility, during 

strong winds and heavy snowfall.
If you get lost or find yourself on an unfamiliar 
highway, as well as in case of a sharp change 

of the weather, you need to remember the follow-
ing signs of increasing avalanche danger:
- heavy snowfall in strong winds;
- deep snow on a steep slope;
- the presence of snow cornices at the top of the 
slope;
- a fast decrease of temperature;
- sliding snowballs on the surface of the snow;
- booming "whining" sounds of snow when skiing;

- a sharp increase of the air temperature with rapid 
wetting of snow;

- cracks on the snowboard, on the excesses of the 
slope;

- cliff of snowboards from under skis;

- avalanche collapse and snow cornices fall on ad-
jacent slopes.

In case of avalanche danger, always pass the 
suspicious areas should man by man, post ob-

servers to warn you of the danger.

If an avalanche collapses, try to gain speed 
quickly, move aside from the zone of its way, 

find shelter behind a ledge of a cliff. If you got 
caught in an avalanche, get rid of skis and poles, 
try to stay on the surface, keep on your own, when 
the snow stops, try to free some space for air around 
you.

SAFETY REGULATIONS FOR SKIERS 
IN THE MOUNTAINS
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THE MONUMENT TO THE HEROES 
OF THEDEFENSE OF ELBRUS 
The Monument to the Heroes of the Defense of Elbrus is 
located on the slope of Mount Elbrus. It was built in 1987, 
upon the project by Victor Savostikov, Valery Korneev, 
and Nikolay Kravchenko. The memorial is dedicated to 
the defenders of Elbrus who were killed in action during 
the Great Patriotic War. The monument is presented in 
the form of seven aluminum steles of various heights, 
mounted on a 2-meter basement, laid with stone blocks. 
The steles list the names of those who died in battles on 
Elbrus. Tourists constantly come to the monument to lay 
floral tributes.

CAFE «AI»
Cafe «Ai» was built at an altitude of 2750 meters more than 
50 years ago. For a long time, it was the first and only al-
pine cafe in the USSR. Many famous people have visited the 
cafe. Its name translates from Balkar as the Moon and an 
amazing view of Elbrus opens from its windows. You can get 
here only by cable car. The history of the cafe is inextrica-
bly bound up with bards and the author’s song. Yuri Vizbor 
liked to stay in the hut near the cafe «Ai». Here the texts of 
his new songs and storylines were born. In the 90s, Cafe «Ai» 
served as a production set for the film «Breakfast Overlook-
ing Elbrus». On the menu, you can find dishes of traditional 
Caucasian cuisine, and hot mulled wine or aromatic herbal 
tea will help to warm the chill travelers.

THE MUSEUM 
OF THE DEFENSE OF ELBRUS
The Elbrus Museum of The Defense is located at Mir station 
(3,500 m above sea level). The highest mountain front line of 
World War II was in the Elbrus region. The mountain passes of 
the Elbrus region were the nearest routes to Transcaucasia, 
one of the main targets of the Nazis to capture. The muse-
um’s exposition presents authentic items and a collection of 
Soviet and German weapons of the Great Patriotic War pe-
riod, found in the Elbrus region, in the mountains, on the bat-
tlefields in 1942-1943, photos and documents telling about 
the terrible battles and feats of our soldiers. The museum 
collection includes more than two hundred seventy items. 

THE MAIDEN’S SPIT WATERFALL
The Maiden’s Spit Waterfall is located on the southern 
slopes of Terskol Peak (3100 meters). The name of the wa-
terfall fully corresponds to the picture that to the view of 
a tourist - streams of water flowing down the narrow wa-
tersinks very much resemble the hair of a goryanka girl. 
You can reach the waterfall either by the tractor road of 
the Terskol gorge or along the path through the southern 
slopes of the Terskol peak. The height of the waterfall is 
almost 30 meters, its width at the bottom is about 15 me-
ters. Nearby, it seems huge, and the noise of falling water 
is deafening- it is impossible to hear one’s speech next to 
the «Girl’s braids». The source of the waterfall is the Ga-
ra-Bashi glacier.
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 THE V.VYSOTSKY 
MOUNTAINEERING 
AND HUNTING MUSEUM
The Vysotsky Mountaineering and Hunting Museum is lo-
cated in the village of Tegenekli. The initiator of its creation 
was Hussein Zalikhanov, who knew Vladimir Vysotsky 
personally. They met at the production set of the movie 
«Vertical» in Elbrus. The exposition also presents Vysotsky’s 
personal belongings - a rifle, books, letters, records from 
«Vertical» filming. The stands of the exhibition area ded-
icated to the formation of mountaineering and mountain 
tourism in the country and feature equipment for moun-
taineers, rock-climbers, and tourists.

THE MONUMENT TO THE FIRST 
ASCENDANTS OF ELBRUS
The architectural complex dedicated to the first con-
querors of Elbrus is a kind of gateway to the Elbrus region 
The monument to Killar Khashirov and Akhiye Sottaev 
was built in the 70s of the last century. The ascent of El-
brus took place in 1829, at first there were 20 mountain-
eers in the expedition, but only Killar Khashirov managed 
to climb the summit. The topographer Andrei Vasilyevich 
Pastukhov did a lot for the study of Elbrus, he created 
the first map of Elbrus based on his own detailed topo-
graphic survey. The bas-relief of this person is set near 
the monument.

LAKE 
SYLTRAN-KOL
Syltran-Kol Lake is one of the most beautiful alpine 
lakes in the Caucasus. It is located at an altitude of 
3000 meters above sea level, and its area is about 10 
hectares. Translated from turkish, the name of the water 
basin sounds like «a beautiful lake». One can get there 
keeping the path towards the two mountain peaks – 
Syltran and Mukol, the lake is between them. The lake 
attracts hundreds of travelers. Here you can relax in the 
summer, enjoying the unsurpassed scenery around the 
lake. Getting to the lake is not easy, the trail goes along 
the steep slopes. The duration of the route from the vil-
lage of Upper Baksan is about 5 hours.
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THE MUSEUM OF LOCAL LORE, 
HISTORY, AND ECONOMY OF 
THE ELBRUS REGION
The museum is situated in Tyrnyauz Its collection has more 
than 3 thousand depository items, much of them are of his-
torical and ethnographic value and unique. The museum ex-
positions are divided into four theme-based exhibit halls on 
an area of more than 500 square meters. Here you can get 
acquainted with the history of the Baksan Gorge, Tyrnyauz, 
the Tungsten, and Molybdenum Integrated Plant, learn a lot 
of interesting things from the life of the indigenous people - 
the Balkars. A lot of material has been collected about the 
veterans of the Great Patriotic War, about the famous people 
- men of science, culture, and art, athletes. Visitors will be at-
tracted by exhibits related to the fauna and flora of the Elbrus 
region, including local stuffed animals and birds.
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HOTELS OF ELBRUS REGION
«AZAU STAR HOTEL» Azau glade, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (964) 032-69-42, +7 (988) 722-69-42, 

www.azaustar.ru

«SKAYELBRUS» HOTEL Elbrus village, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (928) 722-74-74, +7 (86638) 7-82-20 
www.sky-elbrus.ru

«ELBRUS PLAZA» HOTEL Tegenekli village, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (928) 912-11-22, +7 (928) 076-79-07, 
www.elbrusplaza.ru

«MOON» HOTEL Terskol village, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (909) 488-44-00 
www.moonhotel.net

«OZON SEVEN PEAKS»
 HOTEL Terskol village, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (800) 333-41-76, +7 (86638) 7-16-64, 

www.hotelozon.ru

«SNEZHNIY BARS» HOTEL Cheget glade, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (928) 510-10-00, +7 (86638) 7-16-11 
www.barshotel.ru

«SMILE» HOTEL Terskol village, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (928) 072-00-09, +7 (928) 700-24-29, 
www.smile-hotel.ru

«LAGUNA» HOTEL Cheget glade, Elbrus district, KBR 8 (86638) 7-16-51, +7 (928) 709-20-96 
www.elbruslaguna.ru

«BALKARIA» HOTEL Azau glade, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (86638) 7-12-57, +7 (928) 684-33-34 
www.balkaria.com

«SHAHEREZADA» HOTEL Azau glade, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (962) 653-15-75, +7 (86638) 7-13-27

«ELTUR» HOTEL Azau glade, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (86638) 7-12-39, +7 (928) 082-75-31

«ANTAU» PENSION Azau glade, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (928) 077-88-55, +7 (962) 652-16-75, 
+7 (86638) 7-13-97.

«CHIRANAZAU» HOTEL Azau glade, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (86638) 7-14-81, +7 (928) 075-82-05 
www.hotelchyran.ru

 «SEMERKA» HOTEL Cheget glade, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (86638)7-16-00, +7 (928) 913-00-01, 
www.semeka-hotel.ru

«ELBRUS» PENSION Tegenekli village, Elbrus district,KBR +7 (86638) 7-81-23

«OZON CHEGET» HOTEL Cheget glade, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (86638) 71-7-77, 
www.hotelozon.ru
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«OZON» HOTEL Tegenekli village, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (86638) 7-85-51

«USENGI» HOTEL Tegenekli village, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (8663) 7-88-33, +7 (999) 000-56-42

«POVOROT» HOTEL Cheget glade, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (86638) 7-16-52, +7 (86638) 7-16-63, 
+7 (86638) 7-16-88, www.povorot.ru

«LEGENDA» HOTEL Cheget glade, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (928) 081-69-37 
www.hotellegenda.ru

«PIKEVROPI» HOTEL Tegenekli village, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (86638) 7-86-71, +7 (928) 720-60-00, 
+7 (967) 419-88-91, www.pikevropy.ru

«EDELVEYS» PENSION Tegenekli village, Elbrus district, KBR 8(86638) 7-88-03

«BAZA OTDIHA ELBRUS» Tegenekli village, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (86638) 7-83-75

«ZAPOVEDNAYA SKAZKA» 
HOTEL Cheget glade, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (928) 348-00-08, +7 (86638) 7-12-79

«ITKOL» PENSION Terskol village, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (86638) 7-16-60, +7 (938) 700-34-24 
www.kbr-itkol.ru

«CHEGET» PENSION Cheget glade, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (86638) 7-16-72

«USHBA» HOTEL Terskol village, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (928) 704-58-24

«NAKRA» HOTEL Cheget glade, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (928) 930-66-81, +7 (86638) 7-16-39, 
www.narodnakra.ru

«VOLFRAM» PENSION Terskol village, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (86638) 7-14-22, +7 (86638) 7-13-08 
www.hotel-wolfram.ru

«ADAMAS» HOTEL Terskol village, Elbrus district, KBR +7 (86638) 7-85-39

«LEAPRUS» HOTEL  Elbrus mountain, 4000 m above 
sea level, Elbrus district, KBR

8-928-379-93-31, +7 (800) 775-67-09, +7 
(928) 711-02-60 www.leaprus.com

«CHIPER AZAU» HOTEL Krugozor Station, Elbrus district, KBR 8-928-915-16-43
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LAKE GIZHGIT

In the Baksan Gorge, near the village of Bylym, there is an 
extraordinary beautiful water basin. The surrounding rocky 
mountain range emphasizes its splendor. Thyme blooming 
on the slopes adds to the view a special color hue. The 
beauty of the lake attracts tourists and it is often compared 
to alpine lakes. But there is one important detail! Despite the 
bewitching views of the surrounding landscapes, the lake is 
not safe. The lake is artificial, it is a former mining waste settler. 
Swimming here is strictly prohibited! And the fish caught here 
is not suitable for food!
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Mysteries 
of the Cherek
gorge natural-historical sights
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The Chereksky district of the Kabardino-Balkarian Republic is one 
of the highest regions of the Russian Federation. Among the eight 
Caucasian mountain peaks with a height of more than five thousand 
meters, six are located on its territory.

The Chereksky district is one of the 
most interesting places in Kab-
ardino-Balkaria. This is the territory of riv-

ers, snow-white mountains, narzan sources, 
and clear water springs. The rich historical 
and cultural heritage is represented by nu-
merous watchtowers, fortresses, and tradi-
tional crafts of the Balkar people. Five of 
the seven Caucasian mountain peaks with 
a height of more than five thousand meters, 
are located in the Hulamo-Besengi Gorge.
The village of Aushiger starts right after the 
turn of the road leading to the sights of the 
Cherek gorge. The healing mineral springs, 
which were accidentally discovered in the 
50s of the last century, are named after this 
village.
These springs are well known in Kabardino- 
Balkaria and outside the republic.
The Water of the springs contains nitro-
gen-carbon dioxide, sodium-calcium com-
pounds and has a temperature around  

THE BLUE LAKES

There are five lakes in total:
-The Lower Blue Lake (Chirik-
Kol);
- The two Upper Blue Lakes;
- The Dry lake; 
- The Secret lake. 
The most popular among 
tourists is the never freezing 
Lower Blue Lake. A unique 
diving center also operates 
here.
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50°C degrees It comes out of several kilo-
meters deep well. The water of Aushiger 
thermal springs is used both for therapeutic 
bathing and for drinking treatment. It can 
be applied to heal diseases of the musculo-

skeletal system, nervous system, blood ves-
sels, skin, gastrointestinal tract, etc.
The Aushiger hot springs are also a source 
of healing blue clay. The clay, as well as 
thermal sprins water, helps to treat a range 
of various diseases. Also, it cleanses and 
whitens the skin.
The territory of Aushiger springs is well-main-
tained: there are several mineral water 
pools, hotels, cafes, and shops.
Further on the road runs between the slopes 
of the gorge. Nature is very picturesque: 
green hills, dense beech forests, and in 
the distance, in a blue haze, the mountain 
peaks are sparkling in the sun.
In the forests, there are a huge number of 

mushrooms: cepes, mulik fingus, honey fin-
gus, paxils. In summer the soli is covered 
with tall grass and a variety of flowers. Al-
most all types of the North Caucasus trees 
and shrubs grow here: beech, hornbeam, 

ash, maple, oak, apple tree, pear, cherry 
plum, hawthorn.
At the entrance to the Cherek gorge lie the 
famous Blue Lakes. The lakes are unique 
not only for Kabardino-Balkaria but also for 
our entire country. One of them – the Low-
er Blue Lake is a natural artesian well and 
it is the second deepest karst lakes in the 
world. 
With a very small area of the water surface 
(235x125 m), its depth is 279 m. The water 
is blue because it contains hydrogen sul-
fide. The daily outflow of water from the 
lake is around 70 million liters, at the same 
time there are no inflowing rivers or brooks. 
This proves the basin to be fed by power-
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ful underwater sources. The temperature of 
the water is constant - + 9°C. The fauna and 
flora of the lake are very poor. The only rep-
resentative of the fauna is gammarus. Poor 
algae are found in the water near the lake-
side. The blue lake in the Balkarian language 
is called Chirik-Kol, which means «The Rotten 
Lake». The name is correct since the smell of 
hydrogen sulfide is clearly felt.
Three or four kilometers away, up the forest 

road to the northeast, there are The Secret 
and The Upper Blue Lakes. The Secret lake is 
surrounded by dense vegetation and lies in 
the deep basin, so you can pass just a few 
meters away and will not notice it at all. Its 
water is greenish and clear. The Upper Blue 
Lakes are located higher by the road. Trout 
and roach are found here. All these basins 
belong to the group of lakes of karst ori-
gin. Above, over the Blue Lake, on a rocky 
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THE DIVING CENTER

The Diving center on the lakeside 
of the Blue Lake works since 
September 2005. Among the first 
researchers of unknown depths 
were the members of Moscow 
diving club «The Russian Diving». 
Jacques Ives Cousteau also 
dove in the Blue Lake. In 2016, 
the expedition from the Center 
for Underwater Research of the 
Russian Geographical Society 
conducted a comprehensive 
survey of the lower Blue Lake, 
based on which a 3-D water basin 
model was created.
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plateau overgrown with dense forest, lies 
the so-called Dry Lake. This is a giant cave 
160 meters deep. Its walls are completely 
vertical, and only in the northern part are 
they more shelving and in some places, 
there are small terraces. At the bottom of 
the cave there is a small lake, surrounded 
by large trees, overgrown with moss and li-
chen. You can go down to the bottom of 
the Dry Lake only if you have good climb-
ing skills and the appropriate equipment.
From the Blue Lake, the road directly goes 
to the Cherek gorge. This picturesque cor-
ner leaves an unforgettable impression: 
the sun rays passing through the trees cre-
ate a fantastic green lacework. A section 
of the old road which is no longer used af-
ter the construction of the tunnel lies in the 
narrow of the gorge, where the mountain 
walls converge. The view is so impressive 
that usually tourists get off the bus to walk 
here. The walls of the gorge are almost 
vertical, and more than 500 meters high.
Further, the path lies in a relatively wide 
valley warmed by the sun. Here the village 
of Verkhnaya Balkaria is located.
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The new village stands on the right bank of 
the Cherek, and the left side is the ruins of 
an old village and ancient battle towers. 
The most famous Abaev Tower are among 
them together with the ruins of the vil-
lage Kunnyum and several other already 
half-forgotten mountain villages. There 
are several ancient constructions near the 
new village as well - the crypts near the 
village of Turakhabla, the famous «City of 

the Dead» beyond Verkhnaya Balkaria, 
and the Amirkhanov Tower, built on a 
huge boulder several meters high. Now 
this tower, which used to be a watchtow-
er, serves as a guiding landmark for those 
traveling to the Rtsivashki Gorge.
The path to this gorge, starting near the 
tower, abruptly turns left and up. Rtsi-
vashki is one of the other wonders of 
the Caucasus, but for some reason, it is  

In Verkhnaya Balkaria, the 
most  attractive architectur-
al monuments are the ruins 
of traditional Balkarian set-
tlements, defensive towers, 
as well as crypts - «kesh-
ene».
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rarely visited by tourists. At the end of the 
gorge, the glacier of the beautiful moun-
tain Gulchi, which looks like a blossoming 
flower. (Gulchi, in Balkar means «a flow-
er»). The road is blocked by the fast river 
Tyutyun-Su. Further on, the gorge branch-
es. Dykh-Su gorge leaves to the west, Shtu-
lu to the east. Dykh-Su, one of the most 
powerful glaciers of the Caucasus, is very 

beautiful, but it is difficult to access, as it 
lies in a rocky gorge. Its length of the gla-
cier reaches 13 kilometers, and the area 
covers more than 40 square kilometers.
The Cherek gorge ends with the Ushtulu 
valley. It is always warm and sunny here. 
You can see here wild ox, wallcreep-
er, bearded vulture, who disappeared in 
Western Europe long ago.
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THE CHEREK GORGE
The Cherek gorge is a section of the gorge where its slopes 
come as close as possible to each other. Previously, the 
road here ran right along the edge of the abyss. Now a 
tunnel has been built on this section of the road, and part 
of the old road has been closed to transport and opened 
to tourists. The road runs high above the river, along a nar-
row ledge cut into the sheer wall. The cliffs loom over it. 
The length of the tunnels is more than 800 meters. A walk 
through the gorge takes 20-30 minutes, the route runs 
along a hiking trail. Every step along this road is a finished 
landscape for photography or painting. The depth of the 
gorge reaches 500 meters, and the mountain river Cherek 
flows below.

THE AMIRKHANOV TOWER
The Amirkhanov Tower is a unique historical building, con-
structed approximately in the 17-18 centuries by the order 
of one of the representatives of the feudal family Amirkha-
novs. Its distinctive feature is the fact that it is erected on 
a huge rock boulder, the height of which is more than 5 
meters. Constructed from poorly worked stone, the tower is 
located at the ruins of the ancient village of Shkanty. In one 
of the walls (to the northeast) at a height of 0.4 meters, a 
door is punched. On the other wall (to the south-west) there 
is a window, and also a loophole at a height of 2.5 meters. 
The tower was probably two-story, as evidenced by small 
niches located on the side of the long walls. These niches 
were used to hold the beams of the floor. The old village of 
Shkanty and Kunlyum, located on the opposite bank of the 
Cherek, are clearly overlooked from the tower.

THE BLUE LAKES
The Blue Lakes is a group of five lakes located at the foot of 
the Rocky Range. They are divided into The Lower Blue Lake 
and The Upper Blue Lakes. The most interesting is the Lower 
Blue Lake: with a relatively small surface (only 2.4 hectares) 
it has a depth of at least 279 meters. Perhaps the lake is 
even deeper, the researches will continue. Locals consider 
it to be bottomless. The water temperature of the lake in 
winter and summer is about 9 degrees. Not a single stream 
flows into the lake, but about 70 million liters flow out dai-
ly. Due to the presence of hydrogen sulfide, the water has 
a blue tint. Not far from the Lower Lake there is the Secret 
Lake and the Dry Lake. The depth of the two interconnect-
ing the Upper Blue Lakes is 17 meters, they are popular with 
fishermen.

THE DIVING CENTER
The diving center on the shore of Blue Lake consists of un-
derground and ground parts. The lower floor, with an area 
of approximately 150 square meters, is carved into the rock 
and has access directly to the water surface on the launch 
pad. There are training rooms, a pressure chamber, and a 
compressor room. Diving here is allowed not only for pro-
fessionals with a diving certificate but also for everyone 
who has never dived before but wants to learn. Special 
training with experienced instructors is offered here for be-
ginners. The lake never freezes up, its water temperature is 
constant all year round. A special suit saves from the cold 
in the water. The total weight of the equipment may exceed 
100 kilograms.
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THE MONUMENT DEDICATED TO 
THE UPRISING OF PEASANTS

The monument, built in honor of the 70th anniversary of the 
Cherek uprising of the Balkar peasants, is located near the 
village of Kashhatau. In 1913, the peasants of Kabardino-
Balkaria raised a popular uprising against the authorities, 
forcing peasants to buy wood for household needs from 
their own forest. Pasture and forest plots transferred in 1865 
to Balkar societies were captured by taubias (dukes ) and 
sold out. Armed with sabers and riflespeasants destroyed 
the village, where the new owners of the forest lived.

THE ANCIENT SETTLEMENT 
OF ZYLGI 
The ancient settlement of Zylgi is located on the left bank 
of the Cherek Balkarsky river to the northwest of the 
village of Verkhnaya Balkaria. The name Zylgy comes 
from the word «zilch» and means «narrow», «ravine», 
«gorge». Historically, it belonged to the Balkar Mountain 
Society, after the separation of which Zyly became the 
administrative center of the Nizhny Balkarian society, 
and then the village council of Nizhnaya Balkaria. 
Ziygi is interesting for its history related to the whole 
Balkaria, especially since there is a system of defensive 
fortifications age dated by the 10-11 centuries and 
destroyed by the forces of Tamerlane in the 14th century, 
as well as several barrows and medieval burial grounds.

SOURCE AUSHIGER
It is located 25 kilometers from Nalchik. The source owes 
its appearance to chance. In the 1950s, geologists in the 
area of the village of Aushiger searched for oil, for which 
they drilled a well. Oil was never found, but the water 
came in handy.
The source water with nitrogen-carbon, sodium-calcium 
compounds, with a temperature of about 50 degrees, 
leaves the well several kilometers deep. It is used for ther-
apeutic bathing, and for drinking treatment. This water 
helps with diseases of the musculoskeletal system, ner-
vous system, vascular disease, skin, gastrointestinal tract, 
etc. Water enters the pools through pipes.
Aushiger and healing clay are available at the hot springs.

THE ABAEV TOWER
The Abaev Tower was the watchtower of the Balkar dukes. 
It belongs to the 13-15 century. The feature of the tower 
is that its upper part is decorated with the Greek cross, 
indicating the influence of early Christianity on ancient 
Alanya. At the end of the 19th century, the duke’s family 
lived on the lower floor of the tower. The powerful walls of 
the tower at the base are up to 1.8 meters thick, its height 
up to 17 meters vividly show the strength and forcefulness 
of this mighty family who had built this patrimonial fortress. 
The tower’s stone dressing, smooth and evenly thinning 
up masonry handy preparation and usage of lime mortar, 
plastering of walls and installation of floor beams vividly 
shows high construction skills of its builders.

THE BOLAT-KALA FORTRESS
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 «AUSHIGER CITY»  HOTEL Aushiger village 8-909-490-77-55

«AUSHIGER» HOTEL Aushiger village 8-967-477-77-55

«ISTOCHNIK U MAYI» HOTEL Aushiger village 8-965-496-42-89

«BEZENGI» 
SPORT AND HEALTH CLIMBING BASE» Bezengi village, Cherekskiy district  8(8662) 77-59-57, 

8-928-700-54-89

«U MARINY» HEALTH COMPLEX Aushiger village 8-905-435-49-17

HOTELS OF CHEREKSKY DISTRICT
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BEZENGI -
the mountaineering Mecca
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The Hulamo-Bezengi Gorge, one of the 
impregnable strongholds of the Great-
er Caucasus, is a branch of the Cherek 

Gorge. Its length is not inferior to the latter 
and, like the Cherekskoye one, it cuts through 
the Rocky and Lateral ridges, reaching the 
Main Caucasian ridge.
The path to the Bezengi gorge begins in a 
beautiful valley covered with beech forest. 
This picturesque part of the forest reaches 
the Kara-Su River, which flows into the Cher-
ek River near the similarly-named village. A 
few kilometers away from it, near the road an 
amazingly clean waterfall Tyzhynty flows. At 
the entrance to the gorge, there are the ruins 
of the fortification system - Uskhur. Next, there 
is the medieval Zhaboev castle, erected on a 
rock so that it is inaccessible from three sides. 
Today only half-ruined walls remain from this 
formidable guardian of the gorge. You can 
approach it only from the eastern side.
The Zhaboev castle was built at a site that 

Nothing in the Caucasus is so attractive to mountaineers as the  
famous Bezengi wall and formidable peaks that make it up. Bezengi 
is a classic climbing area for mountaineers from all over the world.

was very convenient for the defense to cover 
a nearby village. In front of the castle at the 
foot of the mountain, you can see the ruins 
of the Balkar aul Kholam, a once prosperous 
and very famous settlement.

Nearby is the village of Bezengi, from where 
the snow-white peaks of the Bezengi wall 
are already visible.
Above the settlement, there are still the ruins 
of the village of Shiki, the birthplace of the 

FIVE-THOUSANDERS 
OF THE CAUCASUS:
-DIKH-TAU, 5204 meters;

-KOSHTAN-TAU, 5152 meters;

-PUSHKUNS PEAK, 5100 meters;

-SHKHARA, 5068 meters;

-DJANGI-TAU, 5058 meters;

-MIZHIRGI, 5025 meters.
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founder of Balkar literature, Kyazim Mechiev 
(1859-1945). Among the ruins of the aul, 
there are Kyazim’s smithy and the hut, which 
is visited by his admirers and tourists.
After the village of Bezengi, the road enters 
the zone of the Lateral Range, and nature 
puts on a more solemn appearance. Wild 
cliffs surround the river, the valley narrows, 
the breath of the Bezengi glacier is felt.
The Bezengi alpbase, known far beyond 
the borders of the country is located here. 
Today it is a small village with cottages 
in mountain-alpine and ethnic style... It is  
visited not only by mountaineers but also by 
tourists.
Just above the alpbase, you can see the 
end of the longest Caucasian glacier Bez-
engi (13 km), which the Balkars call Ullu-Chi-
ran, which means «Big Ice». Only a small 
part of the 12-kilometer Bezengi wall is visi-
ble from the camp. Having set the Alpbase 
as the base camp you can start fascinating 

excursions along the highest mountain part 
of the Caucasus.
Here is the magnificent view of the steep-
ly rising Bezengi wall, which is a part of the 
Lateral Range of the Caucasus Mountains. 
It is often called the Small Himalayas, and 
sometimes people call it the Presidium of 
the Caucasus. After having a rest at the 
alpbase, you can make an excursion to an-
other, not so big, but very beautiful glacier - 
Mizhirgi. From both glaciers you can see the 
two five-thousandths of the Lateral Range - 
Dykh-tau (5204 m) and Koshtan-tau (5152 m) 
These mountains are visible from Nalchik 
and their peaks look like a cocks ridge and 
a pyramid.
On a small site of this gorge, the 6 of the 
five-thousandths of the Caucasus are con-
centrated and here there are the most diffi-
cult climbing routes.
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THE «BEZENGI» 
MOUNTAINEERING CAMP
The Bezengi camp, located almost at the junction of the 
two dealers Mizhirgi and Bezengi, at an altitude of 2200 m 
has always been a real Mecca for mountaineers. The 
famous Bezengi wall is situated near the camp. The 
mountaineering camp is designed for 220 people. There 
are rooms in various apartments and family houses. In 
2017, the Bezengi Sports and Health Base was assigned 
the Two Star category. An interesting place to see is a 
site with a stylized newly constructed Balkarian ancient 
dwellings with a tower and several huts. At the moun-
taineering camp, you can rent equipment and use the 
services of a professional guide-instructor. Medical as-
sistance is available if necessary. Leisure activities for 
adults and children are also organized. There are a din-
ing room, a cafe, and a restaurant.

THE HOUSE MUSEUM 
OF KYAZIM MECHIEV
The house-museum is located in the ancient settlement 
of Shyky, where the founder of Balkarian literature, Kyaz-
im Mechiev, was born and lived. The house gives a clear 
idea of how the Balkar aul of that time looked like. This is 
a one-story hut and a small second-floor extension with a 
ledge above it. There are many stock photos, objects of 
rural life of the Balkars: a loom, a bed, shoes, traditional 
carpets (kiyiz) on the walls, a fireplace, a wooden clothes 
hanger made from a fragment of a tree trunk, with knots 
instead of hooks. In the corner, there are several volumes 
of the Koran, a rosary, and a kerosene lamp. Each exhibit 
is labeled with the name of the item in Balkar and Rus-
sian. On the opposite bank of the river there is a historical 
forge, in which, according to a legend, Kyazim Mechiev 
worked.

THE «USHUR» FORTRESS
Having passed the Tyzhynty waterfall and heading fur-
ther along the road to the village of Bezengi, you can see 
the Uskhur defensive complex. The fortress is located on 
a high rock, near the abandoned village of Uskhur. The 
fortification system of the complex consists of four inter-
connected structures. Three of them were built on the 
northwestern rocky, steep slope of the Ushur-Bashi moun-
tain, from the side of the entrance to the gorge. It is pos-
sible to approach the citadel only from here. The entire 
fortification of Uskhur-Kala is a complex defensive con-
struction, almost inaccessible for the enemy. The building 
dates from the 13th century. According to legend, here 
the defenders of the gorge opposed the troops of Tamer-
lane. 

THE «TYZHYNTY» WATERFALL
A few kilometers from the village of Karasu, a crys-
tal clear waterfall flows right by the road. It is small in 
size and is called Tyzhynty («water squeezed out of 
the rocks»). It is very picturesque - hundreds of water 
streams flow along with multi-colored moss. Seeping 
through the thickness of the rocks, the water acquires 
an amazing taste. It is drinking water and you can take 
it on a trip. A convenient path with natural steps has 
been laid on the side of the waterfall, allowing you to 
climb higher and view it from different sides. Nearby, 
on the other side of the road, in a narrow channel, the 
Cherek Besengi river carries its waters down.
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THE ZHABOEV CASTLE 
The monument is located on the right bank of the river 
Cherek-Hulamo-Besengi, on a rock, near the abandoned 
village of Zhaboevo. This is a powerful medieval feudal 
castle. It is oriented from southwest to northeast. There 
are four rooms in the castle. Loopholes and windows in 
the walls, from where the surroundings are visible, are 
made in different directions to guard the approaches. 
Inside the building, in two large living rooms, there were 
storage pits, wall beds, and various niches. The total area 
of the castle is more than 80 sq. m and the wall thickness 
is from 75 to 120 cm.
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To ensure the safety of tourists and 
provide timely and qualified assistance, 

we recommend that tourist groups and 
individual tourists MANDATORY inform the 
search and rescue services of the Russian 
Emergencies Ministry about their routes. It 
is necessary to provide rescuers with phone 
numbers and addresses of the members 
of tourist groups procedure for contacting 

rescuers should be clarified before starting 
your route.

Group and personal equipment carried 
by tourists must ensure safe route passing, 

including communication and signaling 
equipment, route and insurance documents, 
food, and medicine.You must inform the duty 
service of the search and rescue squad about 
the completion of the ascent on your return.

TOURISTS GUIDELINES IN THE 
MOUNTAINS OF KABARDINO-BALKARIA

Mountains can be a dangerous environment for your life and well-being. The weather 
changes very often. Thunderstorms, snowfalls, strong winds, blizzards, low and high 
temperatures are expected.
You may be affected by a difference in altitude, temperature, the increased ultraviolet 
activity of the sun, and other factors. On the routes, manifestations of symptoms of 
«mountain sickness» are possible, when climbing to high mountain areas with low-
density air.

In case of 
emergency 
and if you 
need help 
call one 
of the 

universal 
emergency 
numbers

or
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RULES OF CONDUCT FOR TOURISTS AND 
CLIMBERS IN THE MOUNTAINS

Choose the safest route.

Тhoroughly assess possible dangers, 
together with the weather conditions 

and the likelihood of obstacles.

Be prepared for emergencies and learn 
how to recognize the imminent danger 

(worsening of the weather, avalanche, stone 
fall), and take precautions.

Move only in a group, submit to 
discipline, do not split.

Choose your route so that it can be passed 
by the weakest person of the group. 

Always alternate between walk and rest.

Do not forget your equipment leaving a 
rest site.

Do not track in case of poor visibility 
(blizzard, fog) or the dark.

Hazardous areas, such as rivers with fast 
currents, cracks, etc., are to be bridged 

only when reliable securing is done.

Do not shorten the path to the 
disadvantage of safety.

Avalanche-hazardous areas should be 
overcome only in case of emergency, 

one by one, under the supervision of observers, 
meeting all the safety procedures.

 If you feel fatigued, especially when the 
air temperature drops, at strong winds 

or snowfall, you should immediately stop 
moving, find shelter and organize a bivouac.

You should always use glasses with filter 
lences in case of a solid snow cover, both 

in sunny or cloudy weather.

Avoid crossing slopes and gutters with 
scattered stones.

«Hot line» of the Main Directorate 
of the Ministry of Emergencies of 

Russia in the KBR

Ministry of Resorts and Tourism 
of the KBR

Registration of tourist routes is 
carried out by: 

Elbrus high-mountain search and 
rescue squad EMERCOM 

of Russia

Terskol village, Elbrus region, KBR.
Phone number: 8 (86638) 7-14-89

e-mail: odevpso@yandex.ru

Search and rescue team of the 
Ministry of Emergency Situations 

of Russia in the KBR

4 Pirogova st., Nalchik, KBR
Phone number: +7 (8662) 42-24-56

+7-938-914-21-38
+7 (8662) 720-284
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Extreme and poetry 
in Chegem
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Chegem Gorge is one of the most interesting places in the 
North Caucasus. The mounds and mausoleums spotted in 
the Chegem region, testify that people have been living 

here from ancient times.
Here is the Kabardino-Balkarian Alpine National Park with an area 
of around 13 thousand hectares. The territory of the park lies among 
glaciers and rocks, mountain meadows, and forests located on the 
northern slopes of the Main Caucasian Range. The air is rarefied 
and transparent, it easily transmits sunlight, but it warms up bad-
ly. Some rare species of birds and animals listed in the Red Book 
live here: wild boar, brown bear, elk, deer, Caucasian wild goat, 
marten, bearded vulture, golden eagle, imperial eagle, mountain 
goats turs, and others.
The deep and winding gorge of Chegem is one of the most beau-
tiful places in Kabardino-Balkaria. A stormy river, squeezed by cliffs, 
rumbles, around the rocky cliffs, rushing from one side to another.
Large Chegem waterfalls are located within the Chegem gorge 
(the width of the gorge at its narrowest point reduces to 25 meters, 
Su-Auzu - «water from the throat»).
 The first waterfall a traveler sees on his route is the one on the Sakal-
Tup River - the right confluent of the Chegem River. It looks like a 

Here is the place where you can take a walk along 
the Chegem waterfalls, have a paraglide flight, get 
acquainted with the historical and architectural 
heritage, and with the poetry of the national Balkar 
poet Kaysyn Kuliev.
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vertical giant gutter. About half a kilometer 
further to the south, you can see the Main 
Chegem waterfall. It is on the Kayaarta Riv-
er, which is also one of the confluence of 
the Chegem River. The waterfall is not an or-
dinary one as it actually consists of a group 
of smaller waterfalls. Part of the waterfalls 
down into the Chegem river in small cas-
cades from a height of 50-60 m, the other 
oozes from the holes in the rocks at the bot-
tom of the wall.
Behind the gorge where the waterfalls are 
located, the Chegem Gorge expands, its 
slopes become gentler with glades cov-
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ered with subalpine and alpine vegetation, 
and good for cattle grazing. The road soon 
reaches an area called Aktoprak (from Balkar 
«White Clay»). Through the Aktoprak pass, you 
can reach the Baksan Gorge and the village 
of Bylym.
Above the gorge, on the left bank of Che-
gem, there is the village of Upper Chegem. 
This is the birthplace of the great Balkarian 
poet Kaisyn Kuliev, the laureate of State 

Prizes of the RSFSR and the USSR, as well as 
the Lenin Prize.
The recently constructed memorial «The 
book in stone» is a 350-meter-long wall with 
verses engraved on the stone slabs along 
the road leading to the hut where the poet 
was born. The verses are divided into 10 
thematic blocks: such as «Peace and joy 
to you living!», «I speak to my native land», 
«Prayer to the rocks». The block called 

«Message to Women» consists of 10 verses 
dedicated to the mother, the wife, and the 
beloved, including the song «The Woman I 
Love». There are one hundred marble slabs 
with the poems of the national poet Kaysyn 
Kuliev together with the inscriptions of fa-
mous people about him. 
The idea of the the memorial complex was 
proposed in 2012 when the Kuliev family 
estate was restored - a kind of block of 11 
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houses, the oldest of which is over 700 years 
old - the same age as the nearby Zylgi burial 
ground.
The hut where Kaisyn Kuliev was born, was 
nestled at the foot of the mountain. Two 
doors, one leads to a spacious guestroom 
(kunatskaya), the other to the room where 
the hearth was located. There is a third, ad-
jacent premise, smaller than the other two.
Here in the upper Chegem Gorge, extreme 
tourism is developing. It all started with 
the first hang-glider flight from the slope of 
Mount Zinka in 1992.

The unique climatic features allow you to 
make comfortable flights on paragliders 
and hang gliders. You can make a tandem 
skydive jump with an experienced instructor. 
The Chegem Paradrome is the place para-
gliders launch from and land to.
Developing the extreme trend, some addi-
tional spots were mounted and merged into 
a park of extreme recreation. It includes a 
rope crossing through a gorge (zipline) 150 m 
long and two exit points for rope jumping of 
50 and 250 meters high. The second one is 
the highest in Russia.
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In 2018, tourist sites were merged into the 
«FlyChegem» Resort brand. There is camp-
ing, a hotel, and a cafe. The resort can ac-
commodate up to 1500 people per month. 
The flight season at the Chegem paradrome 
lasts from the end of April to November. In 
winter, the walking routes are offered to the 
guests. Equestrian tourism is developing.
The extreme playground has become pop-
ular among visitors of Kabardino-Balkaria. 
Tourists from the regions of Russia and neigh-
boring countries come through the Aktoprak 
pass from the neighboring Baksan Gorge.
Near the resort, there are historical monu-
ments, numerous hiking trails. The most fa-
mous of them are the Shaurt glacier, the 
Narzan mineral water sources in the upper 
Gara-Auz-Su river, and the Bashil gorge to 
the Abai-Su waterfall.
Horse tours are actively developing. Ecolog-
ical and ethnographic tourism with immer-
sion in the culture of Kabardino-Balkaria is 
being proposed.
Usually, it takes 2.5 hours from Mineralnye 
Vody or Pyatigorsk, 1.5 hours from Nalchik, 
and 30-40 minutes from Chegemsky water-
falls to get here.
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The nearest settlement is the village of El-Ty-
byu. The village itself is of great interest to 
archaeologists. A 17th-century watchtower 
stands in its middle, reminiscent of the tow-
ers of Svaneti. Close to it near the bridge, 
there is «the stone of shame», to which, ac-
cording to a legend, criminals were tied.
Upstream of the Djilgi-Su River joining Che-
gem on the left, on a steep rock wall there 
is a poorly preserved path called the Greek 

Stairs. The path allegedly led to the temple, 
located in a cave.
Just outside the village, up along the Che-
gem Gorge, an ancient necropolis «city of 
the dead» is visible. There are eight land 
mausoleums, four of which are gable, and 
four round; fenced ancestral graves, and 
many ancient soil graves. Opposite the vil-
lage, on the right bank of Chegem, the walls 
of a medieval caravanserai are seen. 
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If you drive or walk along the Gara-Auz-Su 
gorge in 6-7 km you will reach the summer 
camp «Chegem», which is located in a pine 
forest. Here you can stay for a few days 
for the area tours. Two kilometers from the 
campsite at the foot of the most beautiful 
peak of the Caucasus, Tikhtingen there is a 
Narzan mineral water spring similar to Bor-
jomi water. A cast-iron bath is also arranged 
here. To the left of Tikhtingen are two gorg-

es of Tyuturgu and Schaurtu, to the right - 
the Kulak gorge. Many climbing and tourist 
routes are waiting for restoration.
From the Chegem campsite through the 
Narzanny pass you can go to the Bashil 
gorge, where the Bashil camp is located. 
Below the campsite, not reaching the road 
junction, the beautiful and high (80 m) Abai-
Su waterfall (Abai water) streams down on 
the left.
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THE HOUSE-MUSEUM OF K. KULIEV
Kaysyn Shuvaevich Kuliev is a famous Soviet and Balkari-
an poet, laureate of the Lenin and State Prizes of the USSR. 
Kaysyn Kuliev’s creative career began at the age of 10 
when he wrote his first poem. In Chegem he spent the 
last years of his life. According to his will, Kaysyn Kuliev 
is buried in the garden of his house. The museum com-
plex is a house-museum itself, as well as a small gazebo 
in the courtyard and a monument to Kuliev sculptured 
by M. Tkhakumashev. The museum exposition is divided 
into literary and memorial parts. The first one tells about 
the development and details of the creative life of Kaisan 
Kuliev, the second one represents the untouched parts of 
the house where the poet lived and worked. The museum 
presents personal belongings and books, photos.

PARADROME «CHEGEM»
In the upper reaches of the Chegem Gorge, there is a 
unique mountain para- and deltadrome located in the 
Kabardino-Balkarian Republic. The nearest settlement 
is the village of El-Tybyu. The wide range of the weather 
conditions typical for the Chegem region makes this par-
adrome interesting for pilots of any skills. Novice pilots can 
practice takeoff and landing in calm morning and eve-
ning conditions, while more experienced pilots will enjoy 
the famous Chegem thermodynamics, which allows them 
to comfortably soar for several hours almost every day 
at Mount Zinki. And experienced sportsmen can try their 
hand at mountain and high-altitude route flights along with 
the outgoing to the spurs of the Main Caucasus Range. The 
flight season at the Chegem paradrome lasts from the end 
of April till November.

«THE BOOK IN A STONE» 
The «Book in Stone» Memorial is a 350-meter-long wall 
along the road leading to the hut where the poet was 
born. You can see one hundred marble slabs with the po-
ems of the national poet Kaysyn Kuliev carved on them 
and the inscriptions of famous people about him. The idea 
of the memorial complex arose in 2012 when the Kuliev 
family estate was restored - a kind of blocks of 11 houses, 
the oldest of which is over 700 years old the same age as 
the nearby Zylgi burial ground. Saklya, where Kaisyn Ku-
liev was born, was nestled at the foot of the mountain. Two 
doors, one leads to a spacious guestroom (kunatskaya), 
the other to the room where the hearth was located. There 
is a third, adjacent premise, smaller than the other two.

CHEGEMSKY WATERFALL 
If you move up the Chegem Gorge, 2 kilometers to the south 
from the village of Nizhny Chegem the Minor Chegemsky 
waterfalls, or Adai-Su (Maiden’s Spit) is situated. The water-
fall is located about 200 meters from the road and looks like 
a huge stone gutter, its height is about 30 meters. Then the 
Chegemsky gorge begins - the width of the gorge in the 
narrowest place is reduced to 25 meters. Within this gorge 
are the Major Chegem waterfalls. The Main Chegemsky 
waterfall on the Kayaarta river is the most extraordinary one 
among the group of Chegem waterfalls. Part of the water 
falls down into the Chegem river in small cascades from a 
height of 50-60 meters, the other oozes from the holes of the 
rocks at the bottom of the wall.
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THE MALARUKOV TOWER
In its architectural style, the tower completely repeats the 
towers of Svaneti and is the only one of its kind in the North 
Caucasus. It has 4 floors its top is crowned with an over-
hanging parapet. The height of the tower is 15 m; the length 
of the sides at the base is about 6 m, the wall thickness 
is 1 m. At the end of the 19th century, it was surrounded 
by a wall with gates and loopholes. The stairs between the 
floors were wooden access ladders. The entrance to the 
tower is located on the east side, at an altitude of 4.1 m 
from the floor. The Malkarukov Tower is also called the Tow-
er of Love. The legend says that it was built by Akhtugan 
Malkarukov to defend against the relatives of the beautiful 
Kerima stolen by him in Dagestan.

THE CITY OF THE DEAD
The city of the dead - a monument of history and culture 
- is located a few hundred meters from the village of El 
Tubyu. Here are preserved «houses of the dead», or «ce-
shen», dated by the early Middle Ages (10-11 centuries) 
and later - Muslim mausoleums of the late 17th - early 18th 
centuries. In total, only eight mausoleums, four rectangu-
lar and four octagonal have survived our times. They do 
not have doors, but there are small windows on their walls. 
Inside, the walls are neatly plastered. The most common 
version of the appearance of buildings - these were ne-
cropolises or crypts. The hypothesis is also confirmed by 
archaeologists who excavated here and found many in-
teresting artifacts, as well as human remains. But a lot of 
mystery remains.

THE ABAY-SU WATERFALL
The Abay-Su Waterfall, located just above the road junc-
tion, where the Chegem Gorge is divided by Gara-Auz-Su 
and Bashil, almost at the entrance to the Bashil Gorge is 
one of the unique sights of Kabardino-Balkaria. The stream 
falls from a height of 72 meters, the water falls into the 
gorge along the vertical walls. The waterfall got its name 
from the name of one of the hunters - Abay, known for his 
accuracy. Closer to the waterfall, you can feel the sprays 
of water on yourself. Nearby there are excellent meadows 
where you can set up a small camp. In summer, you can 
find a lot of strawberries, raspberries, forest currants and 
gooseberries.

THE SHAURTU GLACIER

An attraction of the glacier is an ice cave, from which the 
river Shaurtu flows out. The path to the glacier goes from 
the Chegem campsite to the Tyuturgu river, then along 
the Shaurtu river. Convenient approaches allow you to 
reach the tongue of the glacier and touch it with your 
hands. The entrance to the cave looks like a huge hole 
with a river flowing out of it. You can get there only on 
foot. And you need to use caution because the vaults of 
the cave threaten to collapse during seasonal melting. 
Tourists often come here, because of the fabulous sur-
rounding beauty of this place.
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THE ZOLSKY DISTRICT
natural and historical sights
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The area stretches in the valleys of the 
Malka and the Zolka rivers, originating 
from the glaciers of Mount Elbrus - the 

highest mountain in Europe (5642 m).
The relief of the territory of the region is 
complex, changing from a foothill zone with 
flat plots and hills in the north-eastern part 
to the Caucasus Range in the south-west.
The nature of the Zolsky district is exception-
ally beautiful, and the fauna is diverse.
The geographical location of the region, a 
favorable climate, fertile soils, and a pecu-
liar relief contributed to the development 
of a wide variety of vegetation: luxurious 
deciduous and coniferous forests, brush-
wood along river banks, subalpine and al-

pine meadows, with the natural grass cover 
sometimes above human height. Of the 6 
thousand plants discovered in the Cauca-
sus, more than one and a half thousand 
grow in the Zolsky district.
The animal world is also very diverse: bears, 
lynxes, wild boars, turs, wild goats, wolves, 
foxes, hares, badgers, ferrets, jerboas, 
snakes, etc. The feathered world is very rich. 
Everywhere there is a bald eagle, gold-

en eagle, vulture, falcon, kite, hawk, and 
falcon. Among the game birds, there are 
pheasants, Caucasian snowcocks quails, 
partridges, and migratory waterfowl.
The proximity of the Main Caucasus Range 
determines the climate and the weath-
er conditions in the Zolsky district. Summer 
is warm and winter is moderately mild. The 
area is distinguished by a large number of 
sunny days per year - about 300.

An amazing corner of  Kabardino-Balkaria – the Zolsky district is located on 
the territory of the foothill zone of the Caucasus. It is famous for its picturesque 
views, mineral springs, and horses.

The nature of the Zolsky 
district is exceptionally 
beautiful, and the fauna 
- diversity. Subalpine and 
alpine meadows give a 
special charm to the land-
scapes.
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Zolsky district is very rich in water resources. 
The rivers are of glacial origin. The excep-
tionally clean mountain air of the region with 
healing ionization is saturated with volatile 
products, spring water of crystal purity and 

rare freshness, fast rivers flowing against the 
backdrop of majestic mountains, expans-
es of flowering alpine meadows decorated 
with rhododendrons, always attract tourists.
You can talk about the traditions of horse 
breeding in Kabardino-Balkaria for a long 
time. A horse is an integral part of the high-
landers' culture and their way of life, which 
runs through the entire history of peoples.
The Malkinsky Stud Farm is rightfully con-
sidered one of the most beautiful and his-
torically important places in our republic. 
Created as early as 1870 as a «breeding 
ground for horses», the Malkinsky stud farm 
was initially established to develop the fa-

mous Kabardian breed. Its central manor 
with unique farm and administrative build-
ings, a red stable, a white stable with horse 
stalls are the main sites of the stud. The hors-
es bred in this stud farm constantly win prizes 

at various Russian, Europe, and world com-
petitions.
Several types of mineral waters have been 
explored in the area, including sulfate, so-
dium, silicon, chloride, and unique, strongly 
acidic vitriol waters rarely found in nature. 
These waters are recommended by the Py-
atigorsk Research Institute of Balneology for 
drinking and balneological use, as they are 
highly effective in the treatment of a whole 
range of severe and chronic diseases.
ВIn the area, carbon dioxide mineral waters 
like Narzan are widespread. The largest ones 
are the Malkinskaya and the Verkhne-Malk-
inskaya groups.
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The Malkinskaya group includes five main 
subgroups:
- Dzhily-Su (the upper reaches of the Mal-
ka river at an altitude of 2380 m) - 4 sourc-
es, one of which is warm (+ 22.4 °C). This 
subgroup includes Misost Narzan (on the 
right bank of the Malka river) and Kara-
Kaya-Su (below the mouth of the Kara-
Kaya-Su river);
The healing effect in Dzhily-Su is achieved 
not only by mineral waters but also by the 

microclimate - it is a kind of inhaler with 
sterile air, full of negative ions, where na-
ture appears in all its pristine grandeur.
- Shaukamskaya is located in a narrow 
gorge along the ridge (Shaukamnysyrty) 
and includes 20 sources. 
- The Khasaut Narzans or the Valley of 
Narzans (along the banks of the Khasaut 
River). A lot of sources ooze here from 
the ground. On a 3 km stretch, about 20 
sources are concentrated;
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- Lahran Narzans - a large group of carbon 
dioxide mineral waters in the valley of the 
Big Lahran river;
- Malkinskaya (Khabazskaya) is located on 
the left bank of the Malka River, near the 
village of Khabaz.
Every year the number of people taking mi-
raculous water treatment is growing.
The Dzhily-Su tract is also remarkable for the 
40-meter Sultan waterfall, bizarre outliers in 
the Valley of Castles gorge, stone mush-
rooms valley, warm Narzan mineral waters. 
This place is great not only for medical tour-
ism but also for mountain bike climbing and 
trekking. 
The region has the most beautiful lakes 
Shadhurey (in the Malka river basin near the 
village of Kamennomostskoye). These karst 
lakes were formed by the process of desali-
nation of limestone from sandstones. Another 
unique waterfall - Gedmishkh will forever 
win the heart of those who saw it.
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12 km south-east of Pyatigorsk on an elevat-
ed plain the Tambukan lake is located, it is 
a natural storehouse of healing mineralized 
mud. This small lake with an area of 1.77 
sq. km and an average depth of 1.5-2 m is 
one of the most valuable lakes in the world, 
known for its healing mud far beyond the 
borders of our republic. The healing mud 
of Lake Tambukan is used both in the resort 

city of Nalchik and in all resorts of the Kavm-
invody and numerous resorts of Russia.
The hot mineral water spring near Sevtlo-
vosk is also of a unique healing effect.
The Holy Trinity Church, built-in 1884 by Ekat-
erina Alekseevna Khomyakova, is a white 
stone which is a small copy of the Georgian 
church built by King David in Gelati, near 
Kutaisi.
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THE VALLEY OF CASTLES
The highlight of the Gila-Su Valley is the Valley of Castles 
with peaked, crystal-like peaks of pebble rock pillars 
up to 10 −15 meters high. Exotic stone pyramids really 
resemble castles of the most bizarre shape. If you look 
at them from afar, you get the impression that this is a 
manmade work. The cone-shaped «castles », give the 
resemblance of watchtowers, and you can even see 
the silhouettes of the guards guarding the peace of their 
invisible masters. The «castles», lined up on the crest in 
rows, are similar only at first glance: even their shapes 
are different. These natural monuments were formed 
due to erosion and weathering of ancient glacial mo-
raine deposits.

THE DZHILY-SU SPRING
At the foot of Elbrus on the north side is the tract Dzhily-Su, 
widely known for its unique sources. They (more than a 
dozen) are scattered along the tract in the upper part of 
the Malka River at an altitude of 2380 meters. The Narzan 
mineral water that springs out of the earth has a healing 
effect. The temperature of the water is plus 22-24 degrees. 
Hot baths may have a healing effect on various diseases. 
People believe in the healing quantities of water to cure 
some pathology of the nervous system and musculoskel-
etal system. 
ATTENTION! THERE ARE CONTRAINDICATIONS, IT IS NECES-
SARY TO CONSULT WITH A SPECIALIST.

THE SHADHUREY LAKES
Shadhurei - two lakes of karst origin 5 km south-east of the 
village of Kamennomostskoye in the Zolsky district of Ka-
bardino-Balkaria. They arose as a result of the ground as 
a result of the desalination of limestone from sandstones. 
Previously, there were three reservoirs, but at the beginning 
of the 20th century one of the lakes sharply became shal-
low and today only an empty basin remained in its place. 
According to the local legend, there were the shepherd’s 
camps of three brothers, but once the earth swallowed the 
brothers along with cattle and three «sinister» lakes ap-
peared there. For many years residents kept away from 
these lakes. The lakes are poorly studied, but it is known that 
their depth exceeds 200 meters. Neither rivers nor streams 
flow into the lakes, and water does not flow out of them, but 
their level is constant. One of the episodes of the film "San-
nikov Land" was shot on these lakes.

THE SULTAN WATERFALL

The Sultan waterfall is located in an inaccessible place, in 
the upper reaches of the Malka River, about three to four ki-
lometers away from the ice fields of Elbrus. It is one of the 
most spectacular and impressive waterfalls in the north-
ern Elbrus region. Actually, there are three waterfalls in this 
place, which appeared thanks to the sticking out rocks at 
the source of the Malka River. However, the Sultan is the 
highest and richest of them. The river is gathering power with 
a crash falling from a 40 meter high rocky plumb at the exit 
of a narrow canyon. Just below the waterfall are the popular 
Jila-Su warm springs.
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THE «MUSHROOMS»
Fancy stone formations resembling mushrooms is locat-
ed in the North Elbrus region. The plateau, located at an 
altitude of more than 3250 meters, is filled with figures 
of mushroom shape. The flat «caps» of volcanic origin 
lie on stone pedestals. «Mushrooms» were formed due 
to erosion, which washed a small fraction of the rock 
from under large stone slabs. Subsequently, the «stipe», 
protected from precipitation by a wide «hat», cement-
ed and stopped collapsing as actively as the rest of the 
stone around. So we can say that stone mushrooms in 
the Elbrus region continue to grow, thanks to the stron-
gest winds and precipitation, destroying the hill they 
stand on.

THE NARZAN VALLEY
A place called the Narzan Valley is located in the Khasaut 
River Valley, at an altitude of 1300 meters above sea lev-
el. Healing mineral waters spring here. These carbonated 
mineral waters are incredibly healthy. Sources located on 
the banks of the river flow directly into it. For three kilome-
ters of the Narzan Valley, there are about 20 springs. The 
basic springs are the Main («boiling boiler») and the Low-
er. The main one could not be confused with the others: a 
shield and a sword, symbols of heroic valor are installed 
above it. Narzan water gurgles and boils rise in bubbles 
from the bottom of the well. At the same time, the water is 
cold, all year round +10 °C. Another major source is locat-
ed a hundred meters downstream of the river.

THE GEDMISHCH WATERFALL
The Gedmishkh cascading waterfall is located in the Zolsky 
district, only 11 kilometers from the village of Khabaz. 
Gedmishkh is also known under the tourist names «Royal 
Waterfalls», «Royal Crown» Waterfalls and «70 Streams Wa-
terfalls». Thousands of water jets flow down from a sheer 
semicircular precipice and fall down either in rapid cur-
rents or thin threads. Not a single jet of water looks like 
another. Each one lives its own life. Each section of the 
waterfall has its own height, the average height of the wa-
terfall is 60 meters. A hundred meters above this waterfall, 
a stream of crystal clear spring water beats from the bot-
tom of a huge stone lying on the ground. It is this spring 
that gives birth to such an amazing cascade.

THE HOLY TRINITY MONASTERY
The history of the monastery began with the transfer in 
December 1906 to the female Orthodox community of 
40 acres of land donated by the daughter of staff captain 
Ekaterina Khomyakova.
In November 1908, the Holy Trinity Convent was established 
here. Ekaterina Alekseevna Khomyakova continued 
her missionary work and helped the monastery. With her 
own money, she built several buildings and organized 
a free shelter school for 40 orphans. Subsequently, the 
shelter was expanded. In the 20s of the last century, the 
monastery was closed.
The temple complex was restored only at the end of the 
20th century. Now it houses a convent. In 2011, the bishop 
of Pyatigorsk and Circassian Theophylact brought to the 
monastery for storage the belt of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
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The Prokhladnensky district is a vivid syn-
thesis of national cultural, spiritual, histori-
cal traditions and customs of the Cossack 

and Adyghe culture. Some of its settlements 
are many times older than the area itself. The 
foundation of the region is inextricably asso-
ciated with the administrative-territorial trans-
formations that took place within the borders 
of Russia and modern Kabardino-Balkaria.
The first settlements on the territory of the re-
gion in the second half of the 18th century 
were the villages of Priblizhnaya, Soldatska-
ya, and Yekaterinograd.
The once Cossack village of Ekaterino-
gradskaya was the center of the Caucasian 
province. It was founded as a fortress on the 
border of Russia with Turkey after the peace 
treaty of 1774. Then, by decree of Catherine 
the Great, the construction of several for-
tresses began here, one of which was called 
Ekaterinograd in honor of the Empress. For 
five years this village was the principal town 
and the capital of the entire Caucasus re-
gion.

Most of the plain part of Kabardino-Balkaria is occupied by two 
regions - Prokhladnensky and Maysky. The traditions of the glorious 
Terek Cossacks are carefully preserved here.

The first settlements in the re-
gion arose in the second half 
of the 18th century. These 
are the villages of Prib-
lizhnaya, Soldatskaya, and 
Yekaterinograd. One of the 
first official documents men-
tioning the settlements of the 
present Prokhladnensky dis-
trict is the «List of settlements 
of the Tersk region with ad-
ministrative, police and gen-
eral administrations» dating 
back to 1901.
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Architectural monuments of federal sig-
nificance testify to the rich history of the 
village. From those glorious vicegerent 
times, the Triumphal Arch of 1785 was pre-
served. Ancient mounds called «Frequent 
Mounds» located in the area of the Sol-
datskaya village and complexes of Altud-
sky and Karagach hillforts are of scientific 
interest.
The oldest Orthodox church in Kab-
ardino-Balkaria in honor of the Monk Euthy-

mius was built in 1850, it is located in the 
village of Yekaterinogradskaya.
In 2001 during the course of his trip to the 
North Caucasus, this temple was visited 
by the President of the Russian Federation 
V.V. Putin.
On the territory of the Prokhladnensky mu-
nicipal district, there are 29 monuments 
and memorial sites related to the history of 
the Great Patriotic War.
The Museum of History named after  
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A.S. Pushkin in Yekaterinogradskaya is locat-
ed in the old building of the former parocial 
school. There are five halls with expositions 
telling about the history of the village of 
Yekaterinograd, the stages of its develop-
ment and formation, and the most import-
ant, - about the people who lived here and 
visited it at different times. The museum has 
collected unique materials from the day the 
village was founded. The interior of the tra-
ditional dwelling of the village is of great in-
terest to visitors. Meetings with war and labor 
veterans are held in the Hall of Military Glory, 
where materials dedicated to – the natives 
of the village who fought in the Great Patri-
otic War are exhibited. A special section of 
the museum is dedicated to «kunaschestvo» 
(consecrated friendship). The village of Ekat-
erinogradskaya made a significant contribu-
tion to the establishment of good neighborly 
relations between Cossacks and local high-
landers. Circassian children were brought 
up in almost every Cossack family. Here they 
studied the Russian language, received pri-
mary education, mastered the basics of Rus-
sian culture.
Kabardian-Balkarian State Folk Song and 
Dance Ensemble of the Terek Cossacks, 
whose repertoire includes about 100 ancient, 
ritual, Cossack and original songs preserve 
the musical traditions of the region. Each 
performance of the state ensemble «Terek 
Cossacks» is a holiday of folk Cossack culture, 
which is an organic component of the cul-
ture of the entire North Caucasus.
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THE TRIUMPHAL ARCH
In the second half of the 18th century, by the decree of 
Catherine the Great, the construction of several fortress-
es initiated in the Caucasus, one of which was built in 
1777 and named Yekaterinograd. The Volga Cossacks 
who formerly resettled to the Volga river from the Don 
river settled there, and they preserved all the customs 
of the Don Cossacks. For 5 years, the village had the 
status of the capital of the entire Caucasus region. The 
Triumphal Arch of 1785 survived from those times. There 
were only three triumphal arches of that period through-
out Russia. Built at the end of 1785, at the place of the 
main entrance to the Ekaterinograd fortress, it became 
a symbol of the starting point of the Georgian Military 
Road - the route from Russia to the Caucasus - this is 
what the inscription from half-meter letters on the arch 
tells. Alexander Pushkin, Mikhail Lermontov, Alexander 
Griboedov, Leo Tolstoy, and other prominent persons 
began their journey through this arch along the Geor-
gian Military Road.

THE MUSEUM OF HISTORY 
OF ST. YEKATERINOGRADSKAYA
In five museum halls there is a rich exposition. This exposi-
tion allows us to imagine the real life of the great-grandfa-
thers of the current inhabitants of the village, their concerns, 
interests, and cultural traditions. The interior of the village’s 
traditional dwelling with genuine Cossack weapons and 
clothing, utensils, tools is of great interest. A special section 
of the museum is dedicated to kunachestvo or consecrat-
ed friendship - the village made a significant contribution 
to the establishment of good neighborly relations between 
Cossacks and highlanders. The Hall of Military Glory, which 
contains materials dedicated to the residents of the Cos-
sack village who struggled in the Great Patriotic War. Here 
the lessons of courage and meetings with veterans are usu-
ally held.

THE ST. EUTHYMIUS CATHEDRAL
The history of the foundation of the cathedral, an architec-
tural monument of the mid-19th century, is quite interesting. 
In 1837, Tsar Nicholas I visited the village and was very sur-
prised to see a wooden church. After all, his grandmother 
Catherine the Great allocated 40 thousand rubles for the 
construction of the cathedral in the provincial city. The au-
tocrat asked where the grandmother’s money had gone, 
and they were immediately found in the Astrakhan spiritual 
consistory. And on July 1, 1850, the cathedral was conse-
crated. The name of the architect is unknown. The cathedral 
has a cross-domed type of temple, built of baked brick, the 
walls are bleached with lime. The bell tower is not located 
near the cathedral but is separated by a porch. There are 8 
bells at the bell tower. The severity of the composition and 
the proportionality of the structure delight the visitors.

THE SOURCE YANTARNY
The health-improving iodine-bromine spring is located in 
the village of Yantarny. High - mineralized water with a high 
content of silicic acid comes out of the ground. There are 
two swimming pools at the disposal of vacationers. The first 
one is round, with very hot water. The second-rectangular-is 
divided by a wide  masonry into two parts. Each has its own 
water temperature. On the sides are comfortable deckings. 
The depth is about one and a half meters. Swimming here 
is useful for the prevention and treatment of cardiovascu-
lar diseases, diseases of the musculoskeletal system in the 
inactive phase, diseases of the central nervous system, di-
gestive system, gynecological diseases and diseases of 
the genitourinary system, skin diseases. Attention! there are 
contraindications, it is necessary to consult a specialist.
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THE MONUMENT TO PUSHKIN 
VILLAGE EKATERINOGRADSKAYA

 

THE A.S. PUSHKIN'S’ TREE
The city of Maisky has special sights – the Alexander 
Pushkin's oak. It grows on the territory adjacent to the 
station «Kotlyarevskaya». A wonderful tree, which, is at 
very least 300 years old, has witnessed many historical 
events. However, this tree is famous because, accord-
ing to the local legend, A.S. Pushkin during his trip to the 
Caucasus made a stop at the oak, and maybe it was the 
very tree that became the preimage of the fabulous oak 
in Lukomorye. But it is true that a lot of people (including 
well-known Russian writers) traveled around the Cauca-
sus and stopped on the road in the village of Prishibska-
ya. Around 1880, a railway was laid near Prishibskaya 
and the Kotlyarevskaya station was built, so Alexander 
Pushkin's oak turned out to be next to the railway.

THE NICHOLAS TEMPLE
The temple was built in the village of Prokhladnaya in the 
late 19th century on the site of a burnt church; the conse-
cration took place on the feast of St. Nicholas in Decem-
ber 1886. The church became an education center, here in 
1889, a women's church school was established, in 1894 a 
literacy school was opened. In 1937, the temple was closed 
and was used as a warehouse for storing grain. Later there 
was an attempt to destroy it. The temple was reopened 
during the Great Patriotic War. At the end of the 20th cen-
tury, reconstruction was carried out. Among the shrines of 
the temple, there is a miraculous list of the Mozdok icon of 
the Mother of God, particles of the Holy Sepulcher, and the 
Sepulcher of the Mother of God, more than 40 particles of 
the hallows of Saints.

THE MUSEUM OF COSSACK 
VILLAGE KOTLYAREVSKAYA
The historical and ethnographic museum of the village of 
Kotlyarevskaya was opened in 1979. The exposition reflects 
the historical roots of the Terek Cossacks, as a special eth-
nic group of the Russian people. The creators of the mu-
seum managed to find in the various archives across the 
country, the most interesting documents from the first half 
of the 19th century, telling about the formation of the Terek 
Cossacks, its relationship with the highlanders. In the sec-
tion devoted to the Great Patriotic War, there are maps of 
the defense of the republic, the region, and the village, the 
names of the participants in the war. Many residents of the 
Kotlyarevskaya village took part in the creation of the mu-
seum exposition. In the section of «Life and Housing» ob-
jects that are of no longer use such as a spinning wheel, a 
smoother, a mortar, «bashtarmak», wooden hey-fork, etc. 
are exhibited.

THE ST. ARCHANGEL MICHAEL'S 
CHURCH
In 1909, in the village of Prishibskaya (the so-called mod-
ern city of Maysky until 1965), celebrations were held on 
the occasion of the consecration of the newly built church 
of St. Archangel Michael. Its construction was started by 
the decision of the Cossack community. After the revolu-
tion, it was closed and reopened for worship at the height 
of the war, in 1943. The complex underwent a global re-
construction at the end of the 20th century. In the au-
tumn of 2008, thanks to the efforts of the new abbot of the 
church, Father Mikhail Samokhin, a museum of the temple 
appeared in the building of the parish school, which is cur-
rently the only parish museum in the Muslim republic.
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Registration and deregistration of 
tourist groups and individual tourists 

are carried out no later than 15 days before 
going on a hike.

When registering, tourist groups 
get instructions with the necessary 

information about the natural hazards of 
the route, the nearest points of possible 
emergency communications and the 
hydrological, meteorological conditions in 
the area of the proposed route.

Tourists should have with them group 
and personal equipment ensurinng 

safe passage of the route, communications 
and signaling equipment, route and 
insurance documents, food and medicine.

Rescuers of the Russian Emergencies 
Ministry should be given the list of phone 

numbers and addresses of members of tourist 
groups. During the route, after a certain 
amount of time, tourists get in touch with 
rescuers and report information in line with 
established procedures.

In case of a disaster or an emergency 
on the route tourist organizations and 

tourists are obliged to take measures to rescue 
the victims on their own and send a message 
about the incident to the rescue service.

After the group leaves the route, but 
no later than the declared deadline 

for the event, the group leader must inform 
the Ministry of Emergencies about this fact.

REGISTRATION 
OF TOURIST GROUPS

Elbrus mountain search and rescue squad 
EMERCOM of Russia

Address: Terskol village, Elbrus region, KBR
Phone number: 8(86638) 7-14-89, odevpso@yandex.ru

Search and Rescue Team GU EMERCOM of 
Russia in the KBR

Address: 4 Pirogova st., Nalchik, KBR Phone 
number: 8(8662) 42-24-56

Addresses and phone numbers of rescue services in the territory 
of the Kabardino-Balkarian Republic, where you can register your tourist routes:

In case of 
emergency 
and if you 
need help 
call one 
of the 

universal 
emergency 
numbers

or


